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Science

Is Everywhere

The most important subject around,
In 34. C, of course, clearly found,

it's in each breath of air we breathe,
in all the chlorophyll we receive.

It helps the farmer tend his grain,
And sometimes even makes it rain,

It studies beehives, queens, and drones,
It's in the wires of telephones.

Cool earthworms oozing under rocks.
The habitat of the desert fox,

Planets hanging out in space,
Even treatment of our waste.

The coral snake, the arctic tern.
Huge blue whales and long green fem.

The isolation of our genes,
Household products that help us clean,

Our gasohol and fossil fuel,
The dimensions of a metric rule,

Tornadic winds and 5014r heat,
The vitamins and minerals found in meat.,

Bugging, cloning, computer advice,
Test tube babes and caper rice,

TV, UFOs, volcanic ash.
Ointment for a stubborn rash.

Acoustics in a certain place.
Plastic surgery on the face,

Insects and mollusks all around.
Big Fccit's imprints on the ground

rhe paper making up this page,
Why sausage needs a bit of sage,

The diets to 1.ep us slim or fat.
And taint' fermentin.. in the vat,

It's why the' sky is gray or blue.
And how each morning brinks the dew,

its fire and ice and foam and mace,
les the factor that helps one win a race.

It's superstition's bitter foe,
No guessing here, you have to know,

it's nuclear. power, fierce and
It's balance in nature that ran r011.8.

Its mist and fogged-up window panes,
And paint to mark off parking lanes,

The brilliance of a rainbow's hue,
The total existence of me and you.

could go on, and on, and on,
With things here now, and king, long,

gone.
The list could grow, and grow, and grow,
From lofty skyscrapers to rising dough.

Sc' science, my friends, is everywhere,
In foods we eat, and clothes we wear.

It's why there's calm biAore a storm,
It's life itself in every form!
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HOW TO USE THESE BOOKS

This curriculum has been prepared as a tool for tes,

developing a garden-based science and nutrition pre
divided into three books for easy use. All sectio:

are identified with a salmon-colored cover page. -1'

the three books are numbered in sequence to facili
referencing.

an un

Book One is a guide to starting your school garden c J:isists

of three sections:

Breaking Ground
Cultivating Support. For Your Growing Classroom
Basic Gardening and Experimental Beds

Book One contains a Table of Contents for all three
additiOn, Books Twb and Three have individual Table

Book Two contains

units:

Problem Solving/Communica
Awareness/Discovery
Soil
Growing
Photosynthesis

books. In

of Contents,

the Science Curriculum. It is divided

ion Cycles and Change
Interdependence
Insects, Flowers,
Energy
Recycling

Book Three contains the Nutrition Cu
six units:

Food Choices
Basic Four
Nutrients

into ten

A Pollination

-iculum. It is divided into

Digestion
Consumerism
Recipes

The Science, Nutrition, and Gardening Curriculum is best used as
an integrated program. The books can also be used independently.

For example, you may choose to use the Nutrition book, foregoing
the Science and Gardening books. Or you may simply use the Garden-
ing book and start a class garden. Thus, you can develop your
program one step at a time.

The salmon-colored cover pages of the Garden, Science, and Nutri-

tion Curriculum units include: the unit title, a brief unit sum-

mary, titles of that unit's lessons, recommended grade levels, and a list

of places to find a few special materials.



Each of the lessons is presented in a similar format. The lesson
format i presented below:

The purpose of the lesson in terms of the student stated here.

All necessary materials are listed here. Those that
require special attention are noted with a star.*

Information on finding these materials is listed on the first page
of each unit, under the unit summary.

The adtion is described here, and any needed background
information is provided.

The knot is intended to tie the lesson together through
the use of discussion questions. It is designed to
assist you-in determining if your objectives were reached.

Additional activities relating to the ACTION are sug-
gested here as follow-up lessons. The page numbers of
lessons in other units that support this lesson are
listed here in some cases.

This means that the lesson is continued on the next page.

I.n addition, use of a student journal can greatly enhance the

effectivenesS' of this curriculum. Journals can serve as both a
place for students to record data and information regarding their
experiments, and as a focus for feelings and observations. The
more kids explore their world, the more they want to communicate
the results of their explorations. Capitalize on-this through
use of the journal. It is referred to in many lessons.
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The skills of problem solving, commUhication, cooperation, concen-
tration, and listening form an important foundation for our total
curriculum. Much can be gained and learned with students having
some strengths in these important areas.

Both indoor and outdoor, active and calm activities a e included
in this unit. Each activity strives to involve studerits in prac-
ticing one or more of the above- mentioned skills in a fun and
novel manner.

Lesson Titles Recommended Grade Level

Sinking Ship 3-4
Count Off 2-3
I Just Applause 2-6.Love
Lap Game 3-6
Lighthouse 2-4
Knots 2-6
Skis 4-6
Monster Mash 5-6
Six Bits 4-6
Tell It Like It Is 4-6
10-4 Good Buddy 2-6
All or Nothing 5-6

_Five Squares 5-6

S ecial Materials 6 Where To Fin

Skis 2' x 4's from lumberyard. See directions attar died to lesson.

*The above material is listed to assist you in locating it. All
materials are listed with each lesson and most are readily available.

i0
et.
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To deVelop communication and problem solving skills.

This exercise is des fined to have students solve a problem
in a cooperative manner through the use of a simulated
disaster.

Read the following to the class. As a field :rip, your
o,roup has taken a boat ride to see some islands which
lie off the Santa Cruz coastline. The boat is now by

a large island. We know that this island is deserted;- there are no
people on it. We do not know if there are animals on the island
or if there .is water on the island. From your boat, you can see
that there are some trees and greenery on the island: 5u4den17

=the boat scrapes along a large rock which tears a hole
bottom. The boat will sink in 30 minutes. Fortunately, there
a small lifeboat that you can use to get to the island, but it I

not big enough to sail on the open ocean back to Santa Cruz.
is room for all the. people in your croup and for five things
you can take with you from the larger boat.

On the blackboard write the following list of ngs found on the boat.

There
that

i. SJLAgs

ricV rkilct 10 bliklcf-fD

,__anvas fat G-CyNk boa+
1+. 40-Nc-1 cool ckv-4
T. I box &R re\o,-ft h

\<)-J
9. ovd
ko.poor 61-5_

\ \toLur C gaup

Gk grow, clectSor\_
k? (



This can be done as a whole class activity, or as a small group
exercise. If done as a small group exercise, have one student
it as a recorder to write down the five choices.

Explain how the group came to a decision. Tell what
would have happened if only one item from the list
had been allowed? Did you feel like your point of
view was listened to? Did you listen and respond
to others?



/To develop the skills of problem solving and cooperatlon.

. 1

(-1 r (77:1:-\ tr (770 L ,

This exercise asks students to physically order themselves
according to numbers on their backs.

*While students are sitting at their desks, place a number
on their back, face side visible.

*Students should neither speak, nor look at their own
number. This is a non-verbal exercise requiring the group to line
up in numerical order.

*Students may lead others to the proper place in line.

*Use the perimeter of the classroom for the playing area, and design
a beginning and an.end point.

To inject a greater sense of challenge, inform the class that they
are being timed (or ask them if they would like to be timed. Shoul
anarchy prevail after 5 minutes, have everyone "freeze". 'Remind
them that the solution requires cooperation. Give them additional
time to complete the exercise.

How many people helped someone else get to the riht place
How did you find your place? How did it feel to not be
able to speak, and have to solve a problem?

092 t`..: cc LJjc 5flJJ- _

614a_
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To develop the skill e
J

There are man\ ways to communicate our needs and desires
to others. This game asks students to communicate a task
without speaking.

*Ask for a volunteer.

*Have that person leave the room.

*While the volunteer is out of the room decide with the class what
simple action you would like the volunteer to perform when they
return (e.g., sit down and take their shoes off).

*The class is to communicate this non-verbally by clapping faster
or slower as the person comes closer, or moves farther from the
desired action.

If you want the person to walk to their desk and sit down, the class
would clap if the volunteer began walking in the direction of his/
her desk. The class would stop clapping if the volunteer turned
away from the direction of their desk. This is similar to the common
children's game called Hot and Cold.

Was this an easy or difficult way to communicate? What
other methods do we use to communicate our needs and wants?
How did it feel when the task was completed? What is
feedback? How was feedback used in this game?



To develo

Lri;
1

the skills of cooperation and group problem staving.

This tame has each participant playing an integral
part of formin, a circle of people that is physically
connected.

*Have everyone in the group stand in a circle shoulder
.to shoulder.

*Next have everyone turn

*Then very gently have
lap of the person beh
at the same moment.

*Repeat until successful.

to the right.

everyone simultaneously sit down on the
d them. Everyone must do this precisely

liow were each of you important to the completion of
the lap circle? What does it mean to cooperate?
Carl you give examples of people working together
in order to accomplish something? What is the
-posite of working together?

Adapted 0_ The New Games Book, The New Games Foundation

1
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To develop communication skills.

is

This exercise asks one student (Lighthouse) to verbally
lead another blindfolded student (Boat) through a maze
of people.

*Ask for a student who feels that they can communicate
clearly. They are the "lighthouse".

*Ask for another student who considers him/herself a good listener.
They are the "boat". Blindfold this student.

The remaining students will become obstacles in a bay.

one end of the playing area situate the lighthouse.

*At the other end place the boat.

*The _remaining students can take their places between the boat and
the lighthouse as obstacles in the bay.

*The task of the lighthouse is to verbally lead the blindfolded boat
through the obstacles. The lighthouse should remain stationary.
The lighthouse should give the boat explicit directions so that she/
he will avoid the obstacles.



The task is comp'
Should the boat hit
to be blindfolded a
and silent.

when the ho
obstacle

safely_ arrives at the lighthouse.
sink, choose another student
The obstacles should remain still

How did it feel to be th boat? What did the boat Save
to do in order to stay afloat and reach the lighthouse?
How did it feel to be the lighthouse? What did the
lighthouse have to do in order to bring the boat in
safely? What does "concentration" mean What does
"communication" moan?



!To develop the skills of cooperation and group problem solving.

This exercise has students form a web with their connected
hands. They are then challenged to untangle the knot
without speaking or dropping hands.

To form the human knot, give these instructions to the
group:

;tnnd in circle to 2?-1enL:ler.

*Place your hands in the center.

*Close your eyes.

Grab two other hands, as if shaking hands.

*lake sure that no one holds both hands with the same person, or
holds the hand of a person right next to them.

*Now without speaking, or disconnncting hands, open your eyes.

*Untangle the knot without speaking or breaking hands.

Occasionally a knot is too difficult to untangle. If that is the
case, try again. A-variation on this would be to allow students to
speak while untangling the knot.

How did it feel when you were stuck? Did everyone have
to contribute to the solution of this task? What does
cooperation mean? That is a problem? Can you name some
ways neople work together to solve problems?

Adapted from The New Games Book, The Now Games Foundation



To foster skills in cooperation and problem solving.

-7 a pee e frmi Co-

614 Ion 0 , ha er-

i s gam requires students to work together sil:
in order to move two ski-like nieces -of wood.

After buildin6- the skis (see illustrated directions below)
have six students stand on the parallel skis.- one foot
on each ski. Have each student standing on the skis pick
up a rope hand hold from the ski. Then give the following

directions to the students:

This is a non-verbal game. That means there is no talking
allowed until the end of the game. The object of the game
is for the six of you to move the skis that you are standing
on a dIstance of ten feet. You cannot remove your feet from
the skis. You cannot let go of the rope that you are holding.
You have to work together, without speaking, and move these
skis. Sound easy? Remember no talking. 0.K, go ahead and
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What was needed for this game:to work? What could you do
next timo to better work together?

( tit 3P hJL
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To develop the skills of problem solving and group cooperation.

This game asks the group to discuss, and then physically
solve a problem together.

The group must form a monster all linked together using
half the total feet and half the total'hands of the group.
That number is the number of hands and feet that the
or'bup is _allowed to use in putting together their' monster.

say you have 10 group members. The group can then use no more
than 10 hands and 10 feet in constructing their monster.

No more than this amount of hands and feet can touch
No other part of the body may touch the ground.

*Have the group first meet to discuss the problem
before actually attempting a solution.

The monster, when completed, must be able to move a short distance.
If after 10 minutes, the group is unable to complete the task, allow
them to use an additional hand or foot. Continue adding appendages
until the group is successful,. This activity works best with 12 or
less participants per group.

the ground.

3-5 minutes

./1.-Ari,tiA_L_I
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To develop communication and cooperation skills through problemi
____, ____= _ ____solvino ____

_ ____

I__ _____- -'

This
toge h

me asks students to solve a problem by nutting
written fragments of information.

Divide the class into groups of 6, and pass out the
"6 bits of information" problem (choose from the problems
on the next three pages). Tell the students that there
is a nroblem to solve, They can tell their group what

is on their paper or read it aloud; but they must not show it to
others.

One of the bit= states the question or problem. As the problem
solving session progresses, students may ask for help. Tell them
that everything they need to know is on the pieces of paper. You
may choose to site each group_ a large piece of paper to assist
them in solviao the problem.

At some time during the discussion session, make sure
the class is made aware of these points:

*The problem could not be solved without the contributions
of each person in the group.

People feel more committed to a session
by saving something the earlier the better.

*It's easier to talk to each other in a small group than to talk
to one instructor in front of a large group.

This exercise illustrates that each person in a group brings
information and skills that can be used by the entire group to
solve common problems. The pieces of paper represented the infor-
mation and skills that each of you brought tc the group.

they contribute

swers to
l is
2 is 1_ 1

I ley
C i rid

-x Bits Variations

Adapted from The
Humbolt Count Of
Education

Teen
ice o
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From
SIX BITS VARIATION (a problem-solvin technique') Jerry Parker and

Frank Ferguson

Took more than a week for Slim

to round up his horses.

Slim would use division to

solve his problem.

It took less than a month for

Slim to round up his horses.

He rounds up less than 19

horses each day.

3

There are two digits in the

number of horses Slim rounds

up each day.

Both digits are less than

Slim has 260 horses.

He rounds up more than 11

horses each day.

PROBLEM: 'Find out how many

days it took Slim to round

up his horses.

The number of horses Slim rounds

up can be divided only by itself

and one.

Slim's horses are all black.



SIX BITS VARIATION (a probier7-solving technique)

1

Lucy's age rlus fin v's a(ze

From

Frank Feyguson

Jill's aqe is twoless than

equa:s sixteen. Cin y's

The ages are not even numbers. Diana is older than all the

girls.

3

Jiii's age plus Lucys age

equals fourteen.

The total of all three girls'

ages is the same as three

times seven.

4

Find the age of Lucy, Jill

and Cindy.

Cindy's birthday is in June.

5

Lucy's age minus Jill's is

four.

Jill's birthday is in March.

1 CO

2 4

Diana is eleven years old.

Lucy's age is two greater

than Cindy's age.
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This (_-ercise uses verbal direction-iving to study
communication.

OnOn'the next page is a nrinted pattern sheet for use with
this exercise Introduce the concepts of one-way and 7--

two-way communication and briefly describe the lesson LE_

_ to the class. One-way communication occurs when the
,

speaker does not allow the listeners to ask questions or participate i',

--,--in a dialogue. Two-wri): communication occurs when the listeners --,

ask questions, give feedback, or take an active role in the
discussion.

Explain that the first series of trials will involve only one-way
communication.

*Select'a volunteer to describc a drawing to the whole class using
one-way communication. Be sure that the class understands that
they may not ask questions or give the speaker clues concerning
his success or lack of it.

*Have the students hold up their drawings and show them the original
design that the speaker was describing.

*AO: the students to tell the class what made this task so difficult.

*Repeat the procedure several times.

Select two volunteers and send one to the blackboard. Instruct the
student at the board to draw what the second student describes.
This demonstrates two-way communication.

*Give the sedon4 student,a design drawn on a sheet of paper, and
tell him/her to describe the design to the student at the hoard
(from the back of the room to increase the attention of the rest
of the class).

*Tellthe student giving the instructions that he/she may instruct
the student at the board to make changes at any time. Be sure to
tell the class that this is a form of two-way communication (the
drawing provides the student describing it with information con-
cerning the success of his/her instructions).

Lit
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practice the skills of concentr- Ind listening.

This exercise uses a discussion format to focus
on listenine,.

*Start a discussion of special interest to the :

(e.g-, current events, sports, pets, hobbies
ass

_ ter the discussion s underway, interrupt he class
iii tell them that before anyone speaks s/he must

first repeat what the previous spealer has said to that person'
satisfaction. Have other members of the class notice if thi
an accurate account.

st-E4ritZ- A.100

old a brief discussion on how the echoing rule aff
class. Hopefully students will recognize that

listening is often an active task, not a passive one.
Also they may realize they are poor listeners because
they become so absorbed in what they themselves are
going to say. The exercise also helps students realize
the amount of "reading into" others' remarks they do.
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thL! process o rour i ian making

This exercise forces a gromn o students to make a
decision.

*Get about six vo1unteer,z who are willing to pay five
cents to be- part of an experiment. If necessary, you
could encourage volunteers -favin that there is
a chance to make some money from the experiment. You

mac wish to avoid usinc money. Ury aSkin for volunteers for an
unexplained experiment and than providin,_, a walnut or some other
object as the prize.

"Hav ha voluntets form a circle, a the nickel from each
placed in the middle. Now explain that the group has ten
minutes to decide on who gets the money. The money must all
cc to one person. No deals can he made to split the money
afterward. Leave it completely up to the group to decide how
they will award the-prize.

,*You mav want TO divide the class and run this activity in four
or i-ive groups simultaneously. Compare,:

After the decision (the winner should indeed beep the
prize), have the class discuss the group's decision-
making methods. Often groups will choose luck as their
method. Why? Is it fair? Was there any discussion of
who needed the money the most?

Adapted from The Green Box, Humholt County Office of Nducation
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To develop skills in communication
and small group cooperation.

1
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This exercise asks groups of students
puzzle without speaking.

Divide the class into groups of five.
an uneven total, designate the extra students as official
timers-. Give each group one complete set of five
envelopes (see material directions below) . Each child

in the group receives one envelope.

fiave the stUdents listen to the following rules:

The object of this experiment is to form 5 squares
of equal size.
Each person in the group must have one square in
front of them.
No member may speak.
No member can ask, or in any way signal that he/
she wants one.
Members may give cards to others (stress this).

The first group should remain silent until the last group has
finished.

to put together a

In the case of

Discuss what happened within the group while doing the
task. Was not being able to talk a help or hindrance?
What kept you from solving the problem to begin with?
What helped you to solve the problem later?

PREPARATION:
Using tagboard or cardboard, cut 6 sets of 5 squares each.
Cut each set into the following parts:

,- 1 FT T --------'fl 1 4 I---'-- --1

i 17-)

,--, i //i

i
,,

A \
L

/ D
_Z __ 1 _-_-------J

Label the parts as they are in the diagram. Label five envelopes
with A, B, C, D, and E. Put all the "A" parts in the "A" envelope.
Put the "B" parts in the "B" envelope, and so on with C, P, E.

Repeat until you have 6 sets (enough for 30 students).





Lookin g about, exploring and expanding our perceptions
purpose of the Awareness/Discovery unit. We exercise and
fine tune the senses -- our connection with the world around
with the lessons. The senses ecome additional scientific
touls in the discovery process,

+.7Lcsson e Lev

Candid Camera 2-5
The Unnature 4-6
Ear-ye, Ear-ye 2-5
Only The Nose Knows 4-6
6 of 1, 1/2 dozen Of The Other 3-5
Everyone Needs A Rock 2-3
See No Evil, near No Evil 1-6
Mystery Powders 4-6
Little Munchkins 4-6
Sharp Eyes 2-4

Burma Shave 2-6

Lost In The Ozone Again 5-6

Big Ears 2-4

toe
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'To develop the skill of observation.
_

This exercise helps demonstrate the importance of our
sense of sight in connecting us with the world we inhabit
by having us become cameras.

This is a variation on the basic blindfold walk often
used as an introductory lesson on senses. Have students
work in pairs., One is the "photographer"; the other is

her "camera". The photographer focuses the camera (whose eyes are
closed) by pointing it at the subject. Camera must keep eves shut
tight until the photographer exposes the picture by lightly pressing
on the camera's shoulder. The camera describes the pictures to the
group during sharing time at the end of the exercise. Switch roles.
Suggested subjects:

lawer
u.-p. (e..

: I =

5 ee, _

TriA

5p is Wei°

What would it be like to not the sense of sight
What sense do you make the most use of? Can you name
something that you have looked at that made you feel
good... made you feel bad... angry? What would it be
like to have all of our senses taken away?



cliffict.

secret.

This ex--
belong

ise asks students to Find objects that do not
a part icular environment.

Choose a 40 np SO foot section of hack playground or garden
site (preferably with one or more trees) and place along
it 15-20 human made objects. SOMQ of these should stand
out bric;htly, like flashbulbs or balloons. Others should
blend with their surroundings, and therefore he more

t to pick out. Keep the number of objects you have planted
Objects can be displayed from ground level to ten feet high.

Nave the students walk over the section of playground or garden site
one at a time, with intervals between them trying to spot (but not
pick up) as many of the objects as they can. When they reach the
end of the trail, they can whisper in your ear ho%, many they saw.
If no one saw all of the objects, tell everyone how many were seen,
but that there are still more. Then let them start over. Proceed

through a many rounds as the students show interest

110



It is important that students not give away their findings in
way ,ointino, jumping up and down, screaming, c.) to others
the c-roup. This will keep the interest level sigh.

What was the most difficult object to see? Why? The
easiest? Why? What are some things our eyes can tell
us about the world around us? Are you more aware of
your surroundings when you are in a new place?

Adapted from Sharing Nature wits Children, by Joseph Cornell,
Ananda Publications

Q.2
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To develop sense of smel

==
Our sense of smell serves as an
important information gathering
tool as demonstrated by this
mystery smells activity.

With students sitting very still,
release in one corner of the room

ammonia poured on a _cloth. Perfume can also
be used. Ask students to raise their hands
as soon as the odor is detected. Have them
note the progress of the diffusion of the
odor through the air across the room.

Discuss what use our sense of smell is to
us. What kind of messages does our nose
give us about the environment? Can you
think of any times when your nose told you
something before your eyes (e.g. _,knowing
what was going to be for dinner; smelling
a fire)? What would it be like to be
unable to smell anything? Can you think of
any animals that would have trouble sur-
viving without smell? Can you name some
"good" odors and some "bad" odors?

*Have students take out a scrap of paper
and number it 1 to 8 on the left hand side.

*Pass out the mystery fragrances to the class
smell detectives.

*There job is to use their nose power to solve the dilemma of the
mystery fragrances. This should be done individually.

When the students have completed the exercise, discuss the mental
connection they made with past experiences that helped them to
identify the fragrances. Go over the answers.

Tell them they are

Ur:

suggested'ances

113
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Name instances where your sense of smell told you somethin
before your other senses? What would it be like to not
have the sense of smell? What happens to your smell when
you L7,et a cold?



To develo_ a sensitiv to the feel and the appearance of diffe
textures in the garden environment.

=1
Five egg cartons (Paint the top of the cartons to cover
the package design. Across each top write "Touches".

On the bottom of each carton, label one half of the carton with
one texture, such as rough" and the other half with the oppostexture, "smooth".)

Students, in pairs, search for contrasting textures
the natural environment.

Introduce the activity with
use our sense of touch.

discussion of how we can

What parts of your body can you use to find
different textures? (Fingers, hands...)

What do many animals use to feel things in front
of them? (Their whiskers, noses) How about using
your noses to feel things?

Today we're going to explore the garden for different(
touches. We have special containers for you to go
collecting with Each pair of students gets an egg
carton. We're going to collect a dozen touches. On
the bottom of the carton are secret words which tell,
you what touches to collect. Keep these words to
yourselves. As you go collecting remember to handle
everything gently and to take only small pieces.
When you return be sure your collecting boxes are
closed so no one will see what you have found.
When the students have returned, redistribute the egg
cartons and have students determine the opposite
textures that other pairs have collected. (Without
looking on the bottom of the carton.)

What things that you collected felt the scratchiest,*
the softest, the wettest? To find the touches:you
first looked with your eyes. How did you know from
looking, what objects would feel soft? Hard? Squishy?
What textures did you find on things that were old or
dying? What textures did you find on young plants?
What season do you think of when you feel dry, scratchy
things? Soft, wet things? Where did you find warm
things, cold things?

Adapted from Acclimitiza ion Walks by Kirk Hoessle with
Steve Van Mare

fly



to cos becins as far-fetched, and ends as
:leinq an ihvolino and believable, exercise fnr our
C nses.

bavc studenls find a rock about the size of two
finers. oh-ildreh to find "their" rock and

it to a sittin.z: )knee to knee circle.

circle ask ea'ch chi ]d to rtake a sensory exploration

;

i.0 a 1-;unher ot colors in Your rock.
\

Co :Tharb porrt2-;, smoot-h places. Is Your rock co
acainst your k? Is it a l'eavY UF 1LO--,t rock?

, .

At three parts of your .rock. An surprises?

,e

We probably shouldn't taste it, but imagine what it
would be _ike to eat your rock.

, !

to your rock., and see if it will tell you something
about its Life as a rock. Was it always where you found it?
Tap your rock -;ith vour fingernail. What sound does it make?



Nave students imag.ine getting smaller, smaller, and smaller until
they are so tiny they can imagine exploring their rock as if it
were a small planet. Where would they plant a garden? Is there
a of dirt on it? Where would they locate a lookout tower?
Where would they locate a cave for hiding? Where would they
locate a valley to collect rainwater? Where would they locate
a house?

*Collect the rocks, blindfold'the children (or have them close their
ves), and redistribute the rocks randomly to the children's right
hands. Ask them to feel the rock and when you say "Pass," to pass
the rock to their right if it is not their rock. Feel their rocks

and "Pass," until everyone has their rock. Then take off
blindfolds and discuss what children could tell without looking.

*End by having the children disperse to hide their rock somewhere
near so that if they came back here they could find it.

List adjectives used in describing the rocks. How many
colors were in your rock? How much do you think it
weighed?

Categorize rocks into groups by such charateristics
as si=e, texture, shape, and color.

S
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To devAop our senses.

f-

4
1.. , _

By focusing on the use of our senses, this game shows us
how much information we get from our environment.

*Form a group of five students:

*Choose one person to be the "eye". The other four
people are blindfolded and then each person chooses

a role: one as the nose, one the ears, one the hands, and one
the mouth. Thus all five senses are represented.

Corm a 1!nr with the ''c' c' in the f-ont

'The "eve" leads his line to three different objects for inves-
tiation..

'Hach object must he investigated by each person independently
in terms of his "sense". The nose smells the object, the hand
touches it, and so on.

*fl not discuss together yf,t, (Thce evt--reono has formed his idea
of what the objects are, the groups returns home.

How did You feel using only one of your senses? What
do you think the three objects were? Why? No important
were the other members of the oroup to you?

Each group can find a way to share what they have dis-
covered ccollage, pantomine, verse, etc.).

Adapted from The Croon RCN, Humholt County
Office of Education



To develop sensory and problem solving skills.
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This game challenges students to use their senses and
problem solving abilities to 'identify 6 different white
substances.

Begin by spacing the ottles (each in a pie tin with
a number] in different spots around the room. Give the
following directions to the class members:

Take out a scrap of paper and number it 1 to 6 on the
1.,eft hand side. You will 5;ee, placed around the room,
6 bottle-s with numbers. Each bottle contains a
different white powder. Use your five senses to
discover what is in the bottles. If you choose to
taste a mystery powder, put only your baby finger in
the jar for a small sample and taste. Taste only one
sample per jar. Make sure to use all your senses.
When you think you know what is in a jar, write the
name on your paper next to the proper number. Spend
no more than three minutes at each jar. When you
have finished, sit down. When most of you are sitting
in your chairs, I will end the game. Let's start with
five students at each jar. O.K. begin. There should
be no talking.

Upon completion ask the students to discuss what it was that helped
them solve the problem. At this point you are not interested in the
answer. Explore the process of arriving t a conclusion used by the
students. List adjectives (without naming the powder) that describe
the contents of each bottle. Then list all of the different answers
given. Finally, tell them the identity of the secret contents.
Leave the cement for last.

End with a discussion of our tenses and what they are.
Our senses can profit from exercise and concentration.
It is important that we develop our senses so that we
may make judgments about our environment. Our senses
are what connects our bodies to the outside world.

iiq



ohservation and recording skills.

1 By 1 oo in clo-er and recording in this simple activity,
we can discover things we nave never seen before.

,---
I , Ho on a 1 inch ii ik f0S ure and cut a piece of string

1:Il0 inches long for each student. Lo to the arden and
find a place that might seem like a forest to Tom Thumb.
hay out tho string in a straight line, or curve it

!low the sririr, carefully recording everything that 11L along
the path. look closely at the plants on the route to find differ-
ences in leaf shapes, edge=, textures, colors. You don't need to

them, hut show how manv of each kind on a chart in your
-Imont a sample of each (or draw one on a large --,iece

of' raper. Hunt for little creatures and draw them on vour chart
also. i,e1 the earth. Is it loose or hard? include that on your
chart. If von find evidence of humalis, include that on Your chart
too. Compare Your findings with others. Are there similarities

Cive an example of a texture found on your hike. Tell
what it felt like to look closely at a small area.
Classify the many things that vou observed and Tecorded.

rr,2
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To develop

thines
is but

skill of observation.

This game ._emonstrates how our eves serve as impor
information oathering tools.

-° students form two lines facing- each other. Each
udent _mould be standing directly opposite another.

*dive the )airs time to observe each other, noting such
coior at ;lathing, rings, other iewelrv, ,how far a sweater

ned ;up, etc.

After they have had suft:_cient time, have them turn away and change
things abo!i_ their appearance, i.e. more a ring to another finc
untie a shoe, unbutton a sleeve. Emphasize subtlety.
*Have them face each other again. Can each member of a pair tell
what the other chancIrs?

What sense was important in this exercise? How
id you detect what change was made?



I

This self euided set af tH,4'.;s helps build sharpened
per,eptioas.

After scoutiri a par7icuiar area of the schoolvard or
5 x 5 cards with challenginc,

clues and qaistiens. children follow, alone or in
rairst the rher t,: aces cards along the predetermined

nat_h. !--;tudents a 1 ru7laim at least 20 steps from the individual
in front of tem. The last student picks up the cards .

va:Taiva or zhis he Cur the teacher to place the cards
nrior initintino, the activity. The class can then as a czroun

tb cr(). apJ carry out the task under teacher

*Ynur cite cards niiiht read:

isten for throe hu.!tan=made sounds,
art made by humans.

Look for three different animal homes. Who lives in them?
Hot and thirsty? Can veil find a drop of water?
Should we huild a .'cPonald's here, so you can have a coke?
How would a .R-,Donald's change this place?
Smell 5 thins before the next card,
Run to the next card.
Who do you think lives in this bolo?
Thn_you see any waste of water near here?
Find a seed.
What do von think was here 50 years ago?

Isometnin that fools rou0.
Fe-el this.

hert everyone has finished, review the cards with the children.
Once the strategy is learned, use it again and again in different
places. - Fach time children will get more "into it".

Chat are some new t h lags You found out about this area?
that senses did veu use What would it have been like
to do th1.4 without our sense of hearing...sicht_touch?
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To develop nappin skills

' -
-

fri this exercise we map different characteristics of
0 the school or arden site to help create awareness of

the area. This s a chance to encourag'e careful
oDSCrvatiuri.

Give each student, or pair of students a map of the
perimeter of the school or garden site. Have students

investigate the site adding details. These maps can be records
of their own ohse at ions and discoveries rather than a collection
of information they have merely checked.

n additien to napping t}e location of ohiects. huildins fence
gates, and the like, this activity can focus on a variety of ways
of perceiving an area. For example, people paths and traffic
flows for an area can be recorded. The highest, lowest, greenest,
brownest, etc. spots can be found and mapped. Students could be
asked to determine the places they like the most, aid places they
like the least. The noisiest and the quietest places could he
found as part of a senses mzip Use your imagination arid explore
and map insect homes, or juSt spider webs. have fun and discover!

S n

/ v1

Do people use the land around our school in different
ways? What are some uses for maps?

-MY t'iA
kLL1

/:
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havo s eneec on using their sense of hearino.

10 -pare) has 1,'ith oar spaces -cut out 5 different
nalr, of sound akers: 1 sound maker unlike any other.

This activity introduces the concept of animal sound
o.=unieation through a hide and seek game. Secret

partners iblindfolded try to find each other using
their sound signals and their sense of hearing.
Asl: the narticinants to imagine they are animals with
:loor vision or inimals active only at night when vision

is rost What other sonses II the\- tv survi,:e?
Hiscuss what is meant bv predator (animals that eat other living
organisms) and prey (cool eaten hv redator). Tell the students
that tho try to Clad thcir partners and avoid being captured
hv he reJator.

1111-LctiORS:
aVe C'VCrt.oile out on a hoc mask or blindfold.

* ive out all the 7airo0 rii se-!lker,. o r,ne ic to know what
each other has

ono student the unique noisemaker. Whisper to this student
that time -.- ore the nredator.

*Spread the players over the playing area.
*(;ive the signal to sound off. The object of the game is to Ci A
the animal that makes the same noise as you do (your secret
partner), and to stay with your partner without being tagged
(oaten by the predator) until the game is over.

*You can sound off only when standing still, not while moving.
* If the predator tags you, take off your mask and move to the
captured area. Predators must he sure the prey know they have
been tagged. ff'oartners find each other before the predator
does, they must stay together and continuo to avoid the predator
until the game is over

T-7*The game is Over when the leader calls "time.
s t*Allow a'.)out 5 minutes for this game.

1 . Co





soil sprout, the food that nourishes us, the fiben that
clothes us, the wood that warms us, and the materials that shelter
us. In this unit we look at the many aspects of soil, from its
water hc-'1din capacity to it ineral content.

erson LItio
Recommended (7raci,-- Love Is

I!,chind Door Have. ..Soli
Sensual Soil
Star Trek
Livinc.,, In The Soil

Water, Everywhere
The oreat And Powerful la-thwolrm

Where Ti Find
Soil Testing Kits Garden or nursery supply, or order from --

Sudbury Laboratory, Inc., Sudbury, Mass 01776
Lamp Chimneys Purchase from hardware or lamp store,
*The above materials are listed to assist you in locating them.
All materials are listed with each lesson and most are readily
available.

12U
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To explore the ,_o7.1rosition of garden soil, and determine the
qual=ttv.

Soil is composed of a blend of various sized particles
The proportion of sand, clay, and silt determines0 -AT I
quality.

Gardeners describe soil types in many ways- --heavv
1L,ht, sandy, loam rich loam, roor soil
oc. -=lcionti$ts an.1 holticolturists classify soil

types hy the proportion of sand, silt, and clay particles they
contain. Sand . silt. and clay are desii7nations based on the
sizes of mineral particles. The texture of the soil is deter-
mined by the blend of these various sized particles. Classi-
fving the soils in our garden will give us some indication of
the problems we are likely to encounter in working with them--
"Soil that has too much clay is hard to work" and "soil that
has too much sand dries out fast."

Fill a quart jar about 2/3 full of wator. Add soil until the
iar is almost full. Screw on the jar top and shake it vigor-
ously. Then let the soil settle. In a short time the heaviest
sand particles sink to the bottom and the sand layer becomes
visible, but the silt and clay particles will take hours to
set tie out.

Carry out this same test us-inn soil from different places in
your garden. Then chart each of them by marking off the layers
on a piece of paper held up to the jar as shown below. Compare
each one to our chart. If the particles divide into about 40c,,
sand, 40's silt, and 20% clay; you can call your soil "loam"--
a very good kind of soil to have If your soil falls into
other classifications, you may want to add sand or organic
matter to chance its classification.
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1.x explore with our sene--=. '.,!Itt(2r(.11T kinds of smil.

V COt 0 1 n Cr o 1 so 11 e onipo s I sand ii rd en
I I Ott Iunih 11 rape four plies ,)1

lare censtrueTion paper.

People otten cia s K many P their sensory e:s.perien,(o. tel
enk! I i I v!C ii I \ I /Iv v h Mir i I t i I II)n
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;ICtIVItV deigned.To encourage the
students to a o hll t teir senes i n discovering
,malities1 of different soi17:

k:t I 110 1i) nt,! to r /'511I r I t! !lave von r sluden
V' to I ore soil wi tll II ir5, !WV: 1 1 inc. and new

ti'1LilTlC 5,r I ion to tli a

to de,,:rihc eax-h ot the four different roils in the hoxes, sOrtil
clay, eompost, garden soil). !----',uggest that they can look very
closely; smell a clump; taste it with the tip iii their longue;
ruh it with their finers near their cars to hear what it -:ound

I ike. 'Ion II 1 C lit ant tO play it up anu _AP tnem ali intm poet
hxplain that the word they choose will later he made into a poem.

*1:irst, divide I It I a into four g,rmups. Lach group will spend
t.wo minutes at each soil station exploring each sample.

At each st;ition, ask each student to write rm II scrzip 01 paper
descriptive word ahout that sample and place it in the hag.

*After all s.tudents have heen tf.) all stations, each one (,1= the
tour groups can take one hag 01 words and Comnoe a Sull P')Pm".

usinp the!--7.e words,_on a large sheet ol paper. the poem will he
TI rondom ordering of the en Ni descriptions the s,tudents have jus.t

It solIlti even h:i.ve a f it!' IF the students are .z.o insuired_
You might-want tn have 011(.' person from each group read their poem
to the class.

*Post the poems and attach the proper clasiFication (sand, compost,
garden and clay) to oach 5 I;1 1C;;1-11 MO V(- :11)(;lif

these soils as part= of the garden program.

Which soil smelled most strongly"! Which loft tho wierdes;t":
Which lett smooth and slippery"! Wh hi felt gritty and
coarse': Which made the Johje:r.t ---,1)11hd near your car?

tated like a chocolote milkslutke?

jr-
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To explore the compostition of various soils and how they differ.

Ask the orouo to imagine that they are Martian scientists
aboard the Star Ship Life Lab journey-0e to the planet
Farth. Re:Id the Frilloin(1 message froM,-President Cargo
Buehrinc, the Head of State of the planeNt Mars:

My Fellow Martians, you have been chosen to make a
most important journey. The future of our beloved ,- (

planet is in deep danger. As scientists, you well know how the &I
planet we love has become so polluted that we are unable to any
longer produce our own food. Our astronomers have detected a
Nery faraway planet which the inhabitants call earth. It appears
to be lush, green, fertile, and productive. Our computers have
been analyzing the reasons for this, and have concluded that the

---7-,,t secret appears to he a dead, brown-grey substance which earthlings
call soil. It is difficult for is to believe that all of their
food comes from this substance. Your mission as scientists is

c-to find this substance, dissect it and record for our computer ,
..." rich and every inpredient. This will enable our planet to manu-

-acture soil and save us from the tragedy which is about to _=
C ---)befall us. Upon landing, divide into groups of three, two

dissecters and a recorder in each team. Use the special tool
(trowel) our engineers have designed especially for this purpose.

___-,-

Each team should investigate two different soil areas. Remember
it is crucial to the success of this mission that each and every
substance found in the soil he recorded. Good luck to all of
you

vr
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surface To work on, preferably
clear troun or p \ement. it should he large enough

for each child to have room t mix soil on it. (live each kid
a hand trowel. and a ho-ket or gallon put. You should he
situatol near a flat mixing or cemnost area that has piles of
io,moost, torsoll and rand. You will also need flats and seeds
to sew.

1 . *- -(etaQ. ,o sitteents as an introduction:

kook a plant. You onlyree htlf the story: Each
plant travels at least as far 111 rground as it

aocy,_ Plant ools are al-,d-iys purhinz
through tl-n soil, absorbinK all the nutrients and water
plants noed to live. Without this secret underground
life. plants couldn't live.

What 1slnd of soil do plants like? It should be porous
(T ht means water can through it), hut still be
able to hold some water and nutrients; it should he
moist nut not soppfng; it should have organic matter
(like compostl in it, it should he something plants
can really sink their roots into:

Let's make a healthy soil.

*Ask students to work in pairs and go to different spots in the
garden (or in a neighboring orchard, field,s=anywhere) to cnh1'rt
a .potful of soil with their trowels and btiCkets. Have them dump
i t e n , t n , 2 h 2 1- surfai:e i n t h e i r own separate piles.

tliev ato, nil 7,,inssomhled and seated next to their soil pile,
ask them to imagine the): are it little plant. What kind of soil
would they lik, to grow in? lard and compact? Light and fluffy?
Lots of nutritious food (like compost) or just plain sand?

*Now thLL shuold de,:ide how to modify the roil they chose to make
It more suitable for a little plant. Have them go Oct some water,
until they at satistied 1 L is N !O'1 5011 MIX A It for nod
roil consistertty is: moisten the soil; then take a handful and
sdneese it :n your !1st. l%hon you opon your tirt the soil should
hold toyether, Out then crumble apart when lightly touched.

ii 11011 1 1102 Nr!') 00110 ark them tO judge and compare each others'
niles. lhen discuss as :1 iirour the things each nail had to do
II' improve theln soil, and why.

5



How yc,u imrrvt:' your ':Irdc7!
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to understand the need o 1 plants for certhEn
I, inerals to ha-e ._trowth.

le il contains minerals and
nutrients necessary for plant
_;rowth. Sometimes shortars
of certain minerals exist,
at:it need to he supplemented.

Plants are like neople. Tht_v - -

neciiivitamins, minerals and nutrients
to live. People iiet vitalmin and min- in their food.
otien I pt2Isolt II Li oov are not ttettin,t OIL ot a cortaln
rlinOri or vitamin, they chanite their diet. They mnv decide

supplement their diet.
Plants tet their minerals from the soil. The,: manufacture tileir
own vitamins. We can all 1 soil doctors and find out what
deficiencies exist bv doino a soil test. There are over 17
minC rals needed Pv -tarts that are tn the soil. With our soil
testini.t kit, we can test for the three very basic and most
important nutrients-, nitrogen, potash, and phosphorus. Nitrooep
I s i,hat makes the plant ereen, and what makes it i I Potasr_
helps o1111 strent,th and disease resistance. rhosphoriJs is tor
troirt: roots. just as people with deficiencies take vitamins

L11 -chap,te their diets, moroof these nutrients can be added to
the soil in various 1...ays, We will learn about some of these
ways when we make compost.

Test as malt.- of the three nutrients as volt wish. PrJlow the
simple directions in the test book aceompanyin tfe kit. tte
the color chart in thc kit to as,-,xs vcar recrd vou
results in student Journals.

Name the three important
minerals that we tested
for. Whv do plants need.
adequate quantities of
these? Name two sources
of vitamins, nutrients,
and minerals for people.

Test your rd en

iieterm a ':ii uine whit need to
::dd. Compost helps to

rove the nitrogen;
111111(1 the phosphorus;
and wood ash the potash.
Test aL,ain after improving
the soil and compare your
vQ6ults.
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Soil requires both water and oxygen to support strong
1-,! ant 1-owth.

The ideal soil is a combination of the good points of
sand and of clay. Sand provides fast drainage and good
it ii ion, but fails in the water holding department.

Clay is tops in water holding ahilitv, hut darwerousl
low in supplying air to the soil. As water fills the spncos
between soil particles it drives out nir. In soils with a hi01
r::7crtion of clay, water romnins a Ion time in the Pore spaces

and the roots are deprived of oxygen Cor many hours. With some
plants this temporary lack of oxygen is very damaging. Thus it

is erisv to drown plants in a clay soil. We can find out about
.

the water retention and aeration of our garden soil by doing the
following:

*Have the students pour a pint of water through each of the fbur
inverted lamp chimneys and compare the responses. Ask the students
to record in their journals the length of time it takes the water
to drip into the quart Jars, and how much water comes out from
each sample.

*Pave the qttidonts compare the writer holdirT capacity or the three
samples by figuring the amount of water left in the soil after it
finishes drippirw.

*Ask the students to test the soils drainage ability hr

A) Saturating the soil sample with-water until they are holding
as much as they can, and then.

B) Adding a pint of water to each sample.

C) Next have the students record the length of time It tal.es the

-water to move completely through the saturated soils, stop
dripping, and collect in the jars.

*Compare the responses of the Garden Soil, Sand, rind Clay with
those of the Compost Soil Mix.

*Which soils would you plant a seed in Why? Which_somple could
possibly drown your plant? Why?- Which sample would you not plant
aseed in? _Why? Which soil would you not want your plant to be
in during a drought?

5
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T,c r rwiis or containers, earthworms
(you cat coltect Them trorT yOUr Oardcn clay,

sand, snil, leaves

Rea,-4 the followinc, to student:, as an introduction:

can vou imagine eating your own weight in food
OVOTV day? That's what the earthworm does! The
earthworm improves the soil by eating it. When
the food passes through the earthworm's digestive
svi,tem it is chanced into a material that plantsLLOiy Thy Thor: deposits this recycled

ornnic matter in the Form of soft pellets called castings".
These castings are good fertili=ers for the soil.

Let's watch these great and powerful soil tillers at work!

Set up two containers as shown in the drawing:

*Place worms in only one of the contniner. Keep the soil of
this container slightly moist.

*Describe and draw pictures of the soils of both containers.
stude711-= predict what will happen to the soils.

*eYer the tiiorT7i :nhthlner black cloth or paper. Allow
air holes for breathing.

*ReMove the black cloth daily over the course of two weeks to
observe the effect of earthworms on the soil . Can you see
their tunnels? They let in water and air needed by plants.

*Compare the soil in the' two containers. flow is the earthworm
like n tiller? How is it able to recycle materials in the
onvironme;lt?

*Return your earthworms to the garden, making sure they're
covered with some soil. Now vou can appreciate the incredible
job these tiny creatures do!

Hold an earthworm race! Put your earthworms in the
center of a circular piece of paper. Sec which one
crawls out of the circle first!
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heginhing with the r!asiL- oi
!it-C, AFC fcclis oi 1 h-17-; unit Lessons aro included on plant

seeds, nnd sprouts. The reaction or plants to various
enN.irore:icht.11 cues such light and gravilv are demontratod.

1 1 us 1 ra I Ti C he response ot jilints to a 1

overcvowJiny, and cold are also in,-loded. Mot
,on ,-lossroom.

et: on Hend ed 1ekCI>

:IC I
.:-2,:111-1v in Horo

!orIJ-scej.:- I

lotus sods
Growlno Gone _=o

:Seed Sandt,ich -1

let's Cot To Tho Root ill Ii
1,.1n 1' III 1:A10 11.1 1 IL tic r liii 1111;11 i

Nan, Root, Run
I h

Lot's Got .A Handle On This 1-0
Which i Hid It ,;row 1=0
Plant :---woat =1 -

Livo
SeeJ To rarth 3

[he lu lep -0

) o c i a l M a t e r i a l s 6 Where To Find

Big '.1ac Poster at your local Macflonald's or last lund chain.

Root \low CM' - See directions in unit.

*The above materials are listed lo'a:-;sist you in locating them.
All materials arc listed with each lesson and most ore readily
availahle.



To identify the Four basic nec
, sun.

It life: Air, water

At a water faucet in the garden, have the students
cup their hands together and scoop up water and soil.
Tell them that they are holding in their hands the
four basic ingredients necessary for all life to
exist. Can they name these? What would life he
like without any one of the Big Four?

You can try this variation in the classroom. Put in
a box a bottle of water and a clear plastic bag filled
with soil. Holding the closed box in front of the
class. Ask the students to identify three of the four
essentials of life held in the box. The fourth,
sunlight, enters when the box is opened.
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How lo!.-t=77 could you live without an-.- one of the
Four"? Can You identify a livinz 'thinL1 that could

without the "71z Tour"?

*Ask students to plan a meal that does not in
some a-L-=_-- depend on the Bin Four. Is this difficult?

Have err----h class member use his or her favorite meal
and mai-z--:-ze a food flow chart racing the food back to
its henning. Where does all the food ultimately
come from?

qry the same thi_nn tracing the packaging required at each
step. there Oa all of the packaging go? Where does it
all ultimately ( omo from?

)1
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the cp:.ortunity to look closely at different kinds of
-4ceds.'

Parer, pencil, and a tray with a variety of seeds such
as coconut, avocado, apple, nuts, beans, pumpkins, and
petate eves). Set lima no in oakin in water cone for
each member of the class) one day prior to the lesson.

5-ad the to the students as an introduct ion
to the lesson:

Some seeds are very nutritious for us to eat. They ame
very rich n protein. minerals. fats, nnd vitamins iThe
are they so nutritious for us? Life comes from seeds.
;\ whole plant grows from a seed: hid vou ever consider

in the core of the last apple you ate could
largo tree with fruit?

*lave siim!ents examine the seeds on the seed tray anci
list each kind with a description, Have them make
as ::a.' oloservations re..iarding the seeds as they can.

Now ask students to divide the seeds accordinq to
categories (such a- h s. little, soft vs. rouh,
edibI e vs. non-rd ihie dark vs. lio.ht, etc.) Pow
manv cateories can they come up with?

*Thke the soaking lima beans and cut in half lenonwise. Identify
the followi'n.: parts:

seed it outr protection of seed (usually paper-thin).
emhryo part that will grow into plant See if you can

identify the root system and shoot system that
will prow from embryo

food 'rz,Irrn!Inds Embrvn uses food to row until
it is hip enough to produce its on food.

I , ,
i,.:j, \

1' 11 ii
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i
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What is tho function of the seed ca:? The fzed?
The root system? The shoot ,---ys-tem? Can a seed
sprout without soil? Why?

Have students go into the iuiroen and collect seed
from different plants. The seed is ready when the
seed pod is brown and dry. Pescrine and categorize
our "heme-orown- seeds.

7
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-,-hen mixed with w1:01-.

to ecU are ston=',.. ;12 can ohscrvc tleir
.strcn.tth wIth this experiment.

Nil! a sr.cill bottle or plastic viol with seed (rens
Or ht:-Afl-----;). Hill the hottie water. Stopper the
hottl a corR or niece of plastic held tight

a ruhher h ad As your students to predict what
wil: i.c11 tt:' the -ait aocut-nix to eight hours tel the

st:eds to Op 0E1 The corK or lift up the plastic
re I -1 'I re!! y,

the seed and puts -pres--uie on the container. Ibis
f.riff,:irle was usf,_-] to stretch a tL:ht rair of ltther shflcs

H

H

AJ:_pted from A Child's Carden, Chevron Chemical Company
C .



To monstrate how the aount of air availahle to a so

(

.lost seeds will sprout in the dark. All they need
is moisture the right te-iperature, and air .

The amount of it in the soil depends upon the structure
of the soil and the amount of water in the soil. When
the water moves throu01 the soil it drives air out helill inc the air spaces between soil particles. As water

drains thr(1.4h, air carryir: oxygen moves from the soil surface

or the amount of air in the soil vary accordinet to the depth
1,ne the =OUMT aF1-oct

To Had out, do this:
I 1 a large ,21ass with ii llout one inch of soil.

mr tire soil down and then put a few seeds next to the clas:
on 1-1,i so,rh nr peas
to work with.

*Then out one more inch of soil in the g 1 ass and firm it do,,,n.

Plant a few more seeds next to the glass.

one more inch of soil and more seeds.

Th.,:n moisten the soil with water 116t don't add too much. Pour
off any extra water. Place the glass in a dijrk place. A warm
lucation recul d he best. '

After a few days, check to see which layer of seeds sprouted
best. Be sure that you keep the soil moist during your experi-
ment but not too wet. If you keep the soil in the glass too
wet, the seeds may not terminate at all. Seeds usually germinate
poorlv and,must ml ant ret w poorly in wet soils. This is duo
mainly to the lack of air in the soil.



discover thr effect of the cycles of
mination.
Jd

- moon on seed

*Read the foliowin to :our students: If you look
up at the sky every night for a month, you'll see
the shape of the moon change. This change is caused
by the monthly revolution of the moon around the
earth. The light from the moon is really just a
reflection from the sun, and that reflection changes
as the moon moves around the earth. The moon affects

many things on earth, including many peoples' moods! One of
the most important natural effects of the moon is on the tides
and on the flow of water- on our planet. Did you know that the
tide is highest (and lowest!) when the moon is full? Just as
the full moon causes the tides to swell, it causes water in the
ground to move. That's where seeds come in. Water s needed
to swell the seed until the seed coat finally bfeaks, allowing
the seedlin'' to orncrE'o. Sl_ipposedly, seeds sown just before the
full moon germinate quicker then at any other time, because the
full moon has great influence on the flow of water on earth.

Let's find out if the phase of the moon really makes a difference
in the germination of seedlings!

*Pick a variety of seeds, like radish fast germinator) and
carrot (a slow-g,erminato-).

*Two or three days before a full moon, sow a flat of the different
types of seeds, making sure to label each
type. keep well watered.

11,-,orve daily and record in your journals
the exact date c germination of each
kind of seed

Repeat the experiment on
new moon.

How did the phase of the moon
affect germination? When Was it
faster? When you sowed near the
full moon? Was there really any
difference?

*Try the entire experiment outdoors,
sowing the seeds in the ground this
time ,Hoes this change the results
of the experiment? If so, why?



Once there was a beautiful lice in China
In the waters of this lake crew tha.--acre
and respected lotus plant. Each year,
seeds frem the lotus fell into the clear
water and slowly sank to the bottom of the
lake. Cver many years, the lake dried up.
The seeds that had fallen from the flowers
of the lotus staved buried in the muddy
bottom of the dried-un lake. The seeds
wore very hard, covered with a toull outer
skin.

-larlv Years passed. The land that had once
.:,eon a lake was used for farmin. A
,---iontlst came and began to dii; in the
farmlaud for he was interested in its
his:cry. found the iota sco As
an experiment he decided to try to sprout
them, so he took them to his laboratory in
Washinton, D.C. lie put them in stronp,
aid to dissolve the hard seed coats and
then ;,l anted He ,luvod u cew sceds
to be tooted with a new method called
radiocarbon dating, which would tell him
c.'activ how old the seeds were.

While the seeds were in the soil , he
found out that they were over one thou-
sand years old After learning that news,
he doubted that they would ever germinate.
Then ono morn inc in June 1952, a tiny
z'pruol poked through the soil. The
thousand Year old seeds had sprouted!!
Today they are still growing in the
Kenilworth Aquatic Gardens of Washington
D.C.

Of course, not all seeds last that long.
The hard coats and the fact that the
seeds were buried so dent helped these
lotus seeds to survive.

Adanted tram Ladybugs and Lettuce Leaves,
Project Gutsidli7TriTTJe, Sommerville T'uhli,c
Schools
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To demonstrate that ,eeds have different stages of development.

jj
11, 0HoL_ PA PER J-L

_-=

This experirm. .t has students observe how a seed becomes
a plant.

*Put the beans in a jar of water and soak 24 hour=

*Pour off the water and replace it with wet towels.

*Keep the seeds against the side of the jar and approxi
matelv two inches from the bottom.

Take one -;.ced out every other day; drop the seed in rubbing alcohol
to stop its growth and label.

*After five days in alcohol remoc the seed, dry it and mount it
on paper and label. Describe seed appearance, root growth, ton
growth as changes occur, and leaf appearance.

2WEEKS

bhf5

From where did the seed get its nutrients? Describe
what would have happened to the seed if the water
had been drained prior to sproLcing. Identify the

V -vr=visible parts of the sprouted seed (root, leaf, Astem).

Compare and contrast different seed and germination
characteristics (timing, color, rate of growth, etc.).

-,
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niece of parer towel in water.

*I:0 1H nnfltht-r dry nive the same S 1 = C as the wet niece.

the towels- oh one C 1 the piece:-= of
senarati hv inch.

11 tho --zrace betwon the two piece of
-, the seeis dry.

thiS and tnTle the IL

1-az.1', 1-flr a jay prior to use.

thc (!ta, U-' Cot! :-andwich to illustrate
thy inherent capacity of a !,reen plant's

roc ls sources. This built-in sensor is
in times ot drotinht. When we humans

to a source ot water. Plants
Cl n't dfl that. When a plant needs water-, its roots lzro toward
atr so that it ean back to the plant needed water.

shon that a sirvle corn plant can produce
over S;! roo7s: a tcmato plant up to 50 1-iles, in search
or ,,ater.

Which dirctinn did the roots (.,row? Inward the dry or
tot towelino? Why? What would a plant Jr wlth-

-=
out 0i (Iiie) Any dos a plant need water?
1%'hat does w!Iter hr In' the plant? (Nutrients and
ali) muc It or the human body is water? (Over

What percentao of most plants is water? or
SiL)



illurra r

-odis soil
A on next

box -c construction

Prepare' by Planting a variety of vegetable seeds th
your students Jrl- month prior to use.

To see how roots work and how different kinds develop,
we are going to use a root viewino box. Since we
cannot see through the soil in our gar we will use
this box to see the underround action of roots. We

have pl int_eplanted different types is in the box to see different
types of roots.

Lonk very close the roots. Irr rn notice any very thin, hair-
like threads on the large roots? I'hes.e are called root hairs; a
crown plant can h ve miles of them. In fact, a certain type of
grass was m to have 6,600 mi Ls of root hairs coming from
one plant. Root Thar Irs are the real wonder workers of the system.
They absorb all the water and minerals for the plant. The water
that most plants take in through their root hairs is not from
puddles and streams. It comes from a thin coating of water that
is around each grain of soil. Tire root hairs absorb this water
into the plant. Each tiny drop of water that is absorbed has the
mineral nutrients from the soil in it As the root hairs prow,
thc,- find new supplies of water and nutrients. This supply of
rtes and soil nutrients is moved- upwards from the root hairs.

it goes through pipelines inside the larger roots, then
into the stem, and finally into the leave What do you think
happens there?

Geotropism is the inherent capacity of plants to direct their
roots downward toward the pull of gravity. Plants germinated in
complete darkness, lacking any environmental cues (light, wind.
ete.1 will send their roots do nward.

What would happen to the roots if we turned this box
an its side for a couple days? Why? Which of these
roots are edible? Why do diffetent plants have dif-
ferent root systems? What do Aoots do for the plant?
How might these roots appear if they were groWing in
sand? clay? Could we grow plants in other substances
like cotton or Styrofoam? .Why? What do non-soil

substances lack? What would happen if a plant grew its roots
into the air or sideways along the top of the soil? How would
the roots look on a plant without gravity? Are roots strong?
Have you seen roots growing through cement? Can you name
any places where you have seen roots growing through a strong
material?
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observe that roots can prow around barriers in the soil.

Seedling sAich as marigold, pea, bean, etc.), small
flat or ox with soil, small piece of wood 4" x 1".

*Plant a seedling such as a
flowerpot about above the
the wood firmly so it will mL
roots go down.

After one week brush aside c_louga soil so you can
see the roots be0.nning to find 11-eir way around

the wood. Replace the soil, pressing it gently, and rewater.

*Check in a few more days to see if the roots have turned
completely.

arigold in a
of wood. Place

barrier as the

-
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'To demonstrate the drive of certa in plants to connect to outside
structures for stipport.

Small pot, cli-_bing pea seeds, small sticks

Thimo(ropism is irilierent response of certain plants
to grab onto things. For thi s experiment, first plant
the seeds in the pot. When they first sprout insert a
twelve inch stick in the soil next to the sprout. After
the second set of leaves appear watch the plant closely.
Very soon after this the plant will send out tendrils
which will latch onto the stick. When the plant reaches

the ton ctf the stick, rut a l=arger stick on the other side of the
plant. The plant will then reach towards that stick and grow
around it. For the next step tie a string to the top of the second
stick and the other end to a curtain rod or nail above a window.
The vine will wind up the string. Record growth rate.

11.--1 7



To demonstrate the effect of gravity on plants (geGtropism)

_

Geotropism describes the plants response to gravi
tha's why roots grow down and stems grow up.

Soak your radish seeds and place them in a glass jar
that is lined with wet paper. Grow the seeds in the
dark until the stems are about one inch long. Pour
off the excess water from the jar and turn it on its

side. Keep it in the dark. Wait i4 hours and notice the growth
01 the steH. Now turn it in the dark for 21 hour. What hap-
pened to the stem now? What does this experiment tell you
about the growth of the stem? How about the growth direction
of the roots?

V ;

(-A r)

r7f

-
Experiment with phototropism, the response of plants
to light. Cut out one inch square at one end of a
shoe box. Fill with gravel and top with soil until
two-thirds full. Plant can seeds. Water to moisten,
and cover the box with the lid Do not peek except
to water. In a week, watch how the new plant will
he bending toward the patch Of light at the onened
end.

15'3
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demonstrate the manner in which -ess water loaves lant.

-

First thin in the morniri on the day of this lesson,
or the afternoon before, water the plant well. Then
cover the plant with a plastic hae tied at the point
where the stem meets the soil. Be sure to have the
soil exposed to the air. Place the covered plant
n the sun for a few hours !more time will be needed

on a cloudy day),

Later: Ask the class what they see on the inside of the
Where did it come from? Transpiration is the planes way o_
sweating; releasing excess water into the air through its
leaves. The constant flow of water through the plant gives
it shape and life. Plants are solar powered. Water enters
through the roots carrying air and nutrients. It is pulled
through the plant continuo-sly in columns by evaporation caused
by the heat of the sun.

15(

7
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To discover the effect-:,- of crowding on the growth of plants.

How much room do you need to live? If you grew up in
a room three feet high by three feet wide, do you
think it would be easy to grow up to be a basketball
player? Plants need room to grow, just like people.
Their roots need room to spread out and soak up
nutrients and their leaves need room to spread out
and soak up the sun. Let's see how crowding affects

their growth.

*pill small pots with soil, and number them with labels. Then
sow radish seeds, equally-spaced, in each pot:

Pot
Pot
Pot
Pot
Pot

1: 2 seeds
2: 4 seeds

8 seeds
4: 16 seeds
5: seeds

and so forth until you have a very crowded pot.

*Place pots in a sunny place and keep them watered as the seeds
grow. Observe them carefully to see if the radishes in some
pots are growing better than others. Note if some are tall
and spindly, others stunted, etc. Write down your observations
about each pot every few days.

*When the radishes are full-grown, carefully pull them out of the
pots, making sure to keep each pot separate. Measure the length
of each radish leaf and root, then take an average root and leaf
length for each pot.

*Gather all your information, and decide which pot produced the
biggest, healthiest radishes. Did crowding seem to affect their
vrowth?
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Plant soeds under various conditions without soil.
Label our petri dishes:
Dish A Water 6 Lioht
Dish P. Water S Na L:1t

!°111 Dish C Light 6 No Water
Dish D Water 6 Cold

Put paper toweling and two seeds in the bottom of each dish.
Dish A Moisten the paper with water and place the

dish in a sunny window. Do not allow the
paper to dry out

Dish B Moisten the paper with water, place it in
a dark closet _or in a hag. Do not allow
the paper to dry out.

Dish C Do not add any water. Place the dish in
a sunny window.

Dish D Moisten the paper with water, place the
dish in a refrigerator.

Observe changes in the seeds hor ten days.. Make a chart and
record your observations.



To demonstrate the need of deciduous seeds for
winter chilling.

0 0

Many of the fruits you eat have seeds that You can
raise into seedlings. Before sprouting, seeds of
deciduous fruits need a period of moist winter
chilling. This breaks their natural dormancy. You
can supply the chill by storing your seeds in the
refrigerator at -10°F. Provide moisture by placing
them in plastic bags with wet vermiculite for 2 to

months. You can also put apple seeds on moist paper in a
with moist paper and plat inte the rorric,r,,er-,-_

If you keen the paper moist, the seeds will sprout in ri to s

wvoks.

Fruits you grow from store-bought produce are plants mainly to
exPeriment with. They can't he counted on to grow into pro-
ductive trees. Orchard trees are not grown from seeds, but
from c,refullv selected grafts and buds on seedling root stocks.
At any rate, enjoy the "fruits" of your labor!

a period of moist
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con,:crt rhOtovn-thQsis,

ilea the followin,2 to your student's:

THF TRFll FYPERLYENT

About 5110 years e, 2 man named Jan Van Helmont de-
cided to find out how plants' ii,row At that time,
most people thought plant to soil. Jan wasn't

sure this was true, so he set up an experiment to find out
For himself. Ho planted a small, 5-pound willow tree in a
pct dry soil wei61-,im_i. 200 pound. Jan figured that if the
trot,. at the sell, then the weight or tho soil should get less

For fivo years Jan watored and took care of the willow. It
woll dad bcoaFie a hatftisome le: pound tree. Then Jan

weihed the soil av,ain. He was of t" let the soil dry out
so that it would be as div as when he first planted the tree.
The soil tipped the co1cs at 199 rounds and 14 ounces, only
2 ounces lighter than the oripinal 2.00 pounds: Where did the

ro: to ,:1- po(iNk an thotiiht it all came
from the ..water he added. Where do you think it came from?
What question did Van Helmont set out to answer? What were
hi '=-4 conclusions. Was he riLiht?

Since Van Helmont's time we have learned that plants make their
own food from the sun's energ\---This is called Photosynthesis.
Life, as we -know it depends on this unique ability- of iireen
plants to convert the sun's energy into food. Photosynthesis
is one of the most important chemical reactions on earth. We
are totally dependent on plants for our food. No other living
OramiSm can make the 5LITIc Cnerut avail.Able to us as chemical
energy. Photosynthesis takes place within the chtoroplasts of
plant cells. There the raw materials, water and carbon dioxide,
are combined chemically in the presence of sunlight and chlorophyll.
Some of the resulting sugar is immediately transported to other
parts of the plant. Some of the sugar is changed to starch and
.---tored temporarily in leave Oxygen is released into the air as
a by-product of this process. We could neither breath nor eat
without green plants. Next time vou rass one by, stop and say
thanks. It's, the least vou can dn.
Adaptc irom and Lettuce heaves,

Project Outsidc/fnside,
Somerville Public Schools

So
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To deinon:,trate the production of ox-vo.en 1 the utilimtion of:
_--arbon dioxide hv hlants in the course ot pflcit osynt

A'I-WT.1_1+2 of bromothvmol blue with
p r Ir. Iii I 1 ()LI +_ ri 1q11 a r juin p1 a TIT:

stopper tinktraw,
ii1i cotton.

Photosynthesis involves the exch----__anize oC tilcgnses
oxvi;en and carbon dioxide. When you brenthilito the
chomical hromothvmol bine, tbe arbon dioMe in Your
exhaled air chaniles the color on- the Qheiil.W to
vellow-reen. When you then pltt cc a Kregolocica
I:int into the chemical and leitit--e it in hnOt Sun-

the clor chn%cr blue at tho plaht
the carben dioxide.

*Perneastrate a tote, but steady hreathirr,t, rhythm 1110the straw
of the rubber sreppeied bottle.

'Have difCeront students do the same not the hini> color becomes
:fs2 the and ooah H I a Ic thaI tosteriline

the s tr;lw between students.

'Plants use carbon dioxide, water and isitri. lisiht to produce food.
This is cal led pho t o yn t he is we turn Iii co 1 o r irom
Vi2110W-!,2,00(211 to hille2

Aailove rho stepper and place a sprig of 1---=

do I c it r,redictions as to what sil
lodea in Clifibrcmm t bymel

I happon, W why.

Place the bottle with the hod can in briiiiu t sir 0 1 1 i It I and observe
the chani;cs over a 2-3 ii period.

What would Iii the result oC -Hoc i n the ii loot and
solution in a dark closet? Pro2 ict what mid happen
iC tire Flodea was not plAced in the s.olnt. loll



To (I (2 monto ii I c t he p roduc 1 1011 (a I OX V t'1i by green plants

1 0 d !tlx ( an a qua r i um p ant ) two funnels two o
tIlt=)L s , cont a iners, matches , wood sl iv er

Di ucct

Plants take in carbon dioxide and give off oxygen
in the process of oak inc. food cphotoynthesis)
We breathe oxygen and exhale carbon dioxide. lot
this way plants and animals tend to balance each
other in nature.

'Put t1.) i ot !Aodea I II each container and add enough
water to scve r as shown.

,r in = teaspoon of baking soda to pro=
vide a .tlurce oF ,aron dioxide.

over the plants its shown with Funnels
Rost Nmacls on washers or paper clips
! ;

'PlaCe test tube over t he Funnel.

It the funnel ii ti he to fill them with water and to re novo-
the air. Replace upright.

* P l a c e one c o n t a i n o r 1 1 1 hr 1 tt lit sit II I I ytht

*Place the other i_ ii a poor 1 v I it ai ca

*Compare the :a ant s LIa I I y for several days. Record any dif ferences

Add it imml Ac 7 iv i

t Wit II t hot t 05 t t 11 tic i t--'t over '2 I 11 lcd wi thu oxyp,cn Th wa t or
will he displace,a.

* L i g h t t h e wood s l ivcr and b l o w out t h e Flame. I t should h e
s2,10wing along he edge
oiickly rerove the !rube aiiJ i n s e r t the glowing s l i v e r . 1 t should
I lare mid burn hi ighter 1 0111 thc hio.h concentration of oxv

lig(s)
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der, alcohol buriivt; pins, alcohol, two beakers,
buyner stand, houseplant , iodine.

Pl.Ant need air and light. Green plants make food from
water in the soil, carbon dioxide gas in the air, and
li,ilit. The carbon dioxide gas enters the plant through
openings in the loaves What happens if these openings
are blocked:

The chlorophyll in leaves give leaves their green
color. Flne a plant need sunlight to cake chlorophyll and stay
green? Po plants produce their own food?

"e L I I l', the ,ns'.-,ers 10 zlit:sc quetioif II doing the
Col-lowing experiment.

I '0.o Inin disks from a I.\ itic' _Lot .

a green leaf on a
houseplant with the cork Ctiks.

*Place the plant in the sun for ti--S clays.

Al tee ii S days remove the WinO coIk from
the leaf and pick the leaf.

'Light the alcohol burner.

*Place the leaf- in a beaker of: alcohol.

ci

'Put this beaker inside a larger container of water and place on
the burner. THE ALCOHOL BEAKER SHOULD BE HEATED IN THE WATER.
ALCOHOL SHOULD NEVER BE DIRECTLY PLACED ON A FLAME.

*After 1 minutes the color should have been heated out of the
leat.

*Rci:love the 1 La I from alc:ohol and 1-411z;e mil water.

*Gently hlot the leaf with a paper towel

*Test the leaC Cor starch (food) hy putting iodine drop by drop
on the entire leaf. Iodine turns blue-black in the presence of
S tarch.

Within Ii hours the leaf should turn black except over the area
that the cork was covering. The cork prevented the carbon dioxide
in the air Crom enterine the leaC through the stomates. The
torn it. are openings through which gases move into and out of
the leaf. The cork also prevented sunli(Oit from hitting the
covered part oC the leaf. This prevented the leaf- from photo=
synthesizing and pr,ducing its own food.
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hcclvs: nuta F ci our dnily lives. This unit 1noKs
locus on dooemposition and cocay.

unit cehotudes n so ootien of writinp.s by Native Americans.

Lo,-son Titles Recommended Grade Levels

The rower Of The Circle 2-0
Adont A Tree 2-0

iekv1 And I hyde 4-6
) LPP;-:. !,:iterent 1-0

In The Clean rp CroW 2-0
Coo On ST Fn, 2-0

LIrth 1 1 10. -o
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ITo obser

L

seasonal (angel in the life of a tree.

Icukr-m

*Collectively or individually, have class members
"adopt" a deciduous tree on or near school property.
Observe if throughout the school year. Keep a log
of changes and observations; make them every other
week if possible.

*First try to get a feeling for your tree: how tall
do you think it is' Wide? How many students does it take to
hug-a ring around the tree?- What is the color and texture of
the bark? Feel_ it: is it rough or smooth? What about the
leaves? /What's their color, texture, and shape? Do they smell?
Listen What sound does the wind make in the trees?
*Try to draw your tree, and a detail of one leaf. Do you notice
any scars where branches have fallen off? (Why do you think
they fell off?) How did the tree heal?

*As you observe your tree throughout ':he year, be careful to note
any changes--when leaves fall (what color are they?).. and buds

b-r-as--viit. When does your tree fruit? Does the
fruit have holes? (Look inside. What caused them/) Note how
the smells change throughout the year.

*Try. thinking of the tree as an apartment building. Who lives on
the ground level? In the upper stories? Observe any insects,
lichen, moss, or other li_ -e

1r-45
Adapted from Prof ct Learning Tree1i



To observe how different substances change.

r-t-1 q C iefAr p CA67 5

Discuss with your class the concept of change. Ask
students to give examples of changes occuring around
them.. Examples: "It was sunny this morning, now it
is cloudy; I'm two inches taller than I was last
year; I watched a candle burn down last-night; An
ice cube melted in my glass."

Have students make three lists on the board: I. THINGS WHICH
WILL CHANGE 2. THINGS WHICH WILL NEVER CHANGE 3. THINGS
WHICH MAY OR MAY NOT CHANGE. Your class might come up
this list:

r1!:(
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Simply record their predictions. Do not correct their placement
of an item. Let them discover what will happen through observation.

Ask your students to bring in a variety of substances: --"-those they
listed, liquid and solid food, hardware, seeds, cloth, tobacco--
whatever they can think of and obtain easily. Encourage them to
bring in things they are not sure about. Leftover items from their
school lunches would make good samples.

Once you have the samples, have the students put them individually
into transparent containers that the' have -brought in, and they
will soon begin to see some of the changes occurring. Encourage
them to try and distinguish among the different kinds of changes
they observe, to determine some of the possible causes, and to
relate certain kinds of changes to the kinds of substances affected.
Ask each student to label his or her container/s with name, sample,
and date. Predictions should be written in their.gardenjournal,
Observations should be made daily.

Molds are certain to grow on some of the food items. A mold is a
non-green plant that cannot make its own food. Molds reproduce
by spores. These spores are so small that they can'float in the
air unseen. When a mold spore lands on something it can use for
food, the spore grows into a new mold plant. To encourage mold
growth, leave food sample exposed to the air for a half-hour.
Then sprinkle each sample with water. More on this in the next
lesson.

continue this experiment until interest begins to wane. At the
termination of this activity, ask students to draw conclusions

pepper--
5CA 1+-
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To demonstrate decomposition and nutrient cycling.

Petri dish with cover, sail, pieces of fruit, vegetables,
bread, each no larger than cubic inch; water.

Have you ever noticed what'happens to leaves when,- -'they
fall off the trees? Or to the bodies of birds 01-d ani-
mals when they die in the forest? Have you eve' .taken
a walk in the woods and come across an old tree stretched
across the path, with moss and mushrooms growing on it
and hundreds of spiders and bugs making their home in
it? If you have, then ,eu have seen.,the beginnings

of the way in which another part of the soil is made. This part,
which comes from dad plant!-; and animals, is called the organic
part.

The decomposers are countless billions of small animals and plants
that live in the soil, air, and water. Many of them are so small
that thdy can only be seen with a powerful microscope. One type,
called bacteria, are so tiny that one spoonful of soil can contain
more of these creatures than there are people on earth.

Fungi and Molds are another type of decomposer. They are much.
larger than bacteria and sometimes can be seen with the naked eye.
Have you over seen an old piece of bread or fruit with mold growing
on it?

The decomposers use dead plants and animals as food. When something
dies, the bacteria, fungi and molds which happen to be present start
eating it They eat and grow and multiply so rapidly that in a very
short time millions of them are working on the dead plant or animal.
It is their nPting which causes what we call decay or decomposition.

When things decay, they form a material called humus. Humus is
rich in minerals and other nutrients. The humus becomes part of
the soil.

So you see that even. after. an animal or plant dies, it is still
useful. Through the action of the decomposers, the dead animal or
plant supplies nutrients for future living things.

To see decomposers at work:

*Place a thin layer of soil on the bottom of the dish.

*Put three pieces of food on top of the soil. Moisten them and the
soil with water.

*Cover the dish. Remove the cover for a few seconds every couple
of days to let some air in.

Record the day you begin, what pieces of food you use, the day you
notice a change in each of the food pieces, and how long it takes
before you cannot recognize each piece of food. Describe the changes.
What color is each mold or fungi? How many different kinds of molds
or fungi grew? -Did the same color fungi grow on the same kind of
food? 103



To observe the rate of decay of various materials. I

VAMou5 DE-a0KPO3ING AND NON- ECOMp
mfrr R A 1, 5 ) 5 v L-

We can learn about decay by burying different objects
on the school grounds.

Make a graveyard of a variety of different materials,
such as metal, glass, plastic, rubber, vegetables,
bone, wood, paper, rope, leather, feathers, etc.
Bury each item in a different hole, all at'the same

depth. Once a week dig up the items and record how fast and
in what ways eachlis decaying. (If you think you might damage
items when you dig or might have difficulty finding each one,
plit a screen overjthe material before putting the soil in the

!holes).
You can expand upon this by staking material the same or similar
to the buried items on the surface of the soil rather than under
the soil. This allows you to make comparisions about rates of
decomposition when exposed to different conditions.

What factors affected the speed of decay of the various
objects?.

A A

104



LTo explore what _ of materials decompose.

1 large plastic garbage bag with closing tie, wet
soil, 3 grapes, styrofoam cup, grass clippings,
lettuce, 2 nails, white bread, toilet paper, whole
wheat bread, journals.
For Part II:. sifting screen, walnut, apple

Do this lesson one month prior to making compost in the garden.

This project should be done with the class, but without saying
what will be done with it later. Curiosity is a good motivator
let the students speculate.

Prior to doing composting outdoors, you need to set up a "decom-
position bag" with the class. Do not use this term with the
class, as it will prematurely give away the purpose of the
lesson.

*Take the large plastic bag and put a gallon of wet soil in
*Add the following MATERIALS:

u\

3 grapes
5 pieces of styrofoam cup
1 handful of grass clippings
3 leaves of lettuce
2 nails
1 slice of white bread
3 squares of wet toilet paper
1 slice of whole wheat bread

*Mix all these ingredients well into the wet soil, 'o they are
distributed throughout the bag.

*Close the bag so that it is-air tight.

*Mark the amounts of things inside and the date it was sealed
on a card and tape it to the bag.

*Put the bag in an out of the way-place in the room.

*Hang a sign On it entitled: What's Going on in Here?
Ask the students to write in their journals predictions about what
will happen, or draw what they think the contents will look like in
a month.

The bag should be opened outdoors at the beginning of compost-
making.

(5 oonnri 51
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One month later, or at the start of composting do the following:

*Ask your students to help you list what materials were put in
the bag.

*Ingredient by ingredient, -gk--Students to hypothesize as to what
happened to each.

*Open the compost bag in the garden.

*pass the contents through a screen.

*Make observations regarding the condition of the ingredients.

*Ask students to refer to their original predictions made in the
classroom. Draw conclusions. What changes occurred?

*Discuss decomposition, decay and nutrient recycling.

*Hold up a walnut shell and an apple. Ask "How could this
walnut shell become an apple and become you?" One possibility:
The walnut shell is

and
under an apple tree. The walnut

shell decomposes and adds nutrients to the soil. The roots

of the apple tree absorb the nutrients;
some of which go into the fruit of the
tree. You come along and pick and eat the
apple. That's how it becomes part of you.
How could your apple core become part of
you? This-is a goOd illustration of cycles

and their infinite nature.

Introduce composting as a way to put nutrients hack. into the
soil using natural decomposition. We take nature's process
of cycling nutrients and accelerate it.

A well-made compost heap creates an environment in which
decay-causing bacteria can live and reproduce at the highest
rate of activity. As a result of this activity of micro-
organisms, fresh manure, food scraps, leaves, weeds, wood
ashes, sawdust, and other compost materials are converted
into dark humus.

See Composting lesson p. 71, Book I.
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The following fourna are from native American writings or speeches, and

are offered here as ..i resource for your use.

The it Americans, the various Indian peoples, viewed trees and other living

things as brothers and sisters. Trees were sacred members of the natural world

dcsein of r6verence and rospJc.t. Should Native Americans need to cut down

a tree, they would offer prayers,to its spirit both before and after hinning it

They would thank he tree for giving its life so that they might be able to

can on theirs.

Read and discuss the following quote from Walking Buffalo of the Stoney Tribe,

Alberta, Canada.

"Hills-aro always more beautiful than stone buildings, you know. Living in

aoitv is an artificial existence. Lots of people hardly ever feel real
soil under their feet, see plants grow except in flower pots, or get far
enough heyoncr'the street light to catch the enchantment of a night sky studded
with stars. When people live far from scenes of tha Great Spirit's making,
it's easy to feret his laws.

au kfl6W that t_VCCS hnik° I 1*'-*V do. Thnv talk ""F711. other, ord_ if

you listen they'll talk to vou. Trouble is, white people don't listen. They

never learned to listen to the Indians so I don't suppose they'll listen to

other voices in nature. But I have learned a lot from trees: sometimes about
the weather, sometimes about animals, somtimes about the Great Spirit."

In the fellmin passage, an old lar,iv Winto woman speaks sadly about the needless
destruction of the land in which she lived--a place where gold mining and parti-
cularly hydraulic mining had torn up the earth.

",The White people never sired for land or deer or bear. When we Indians kill
meat, we eaL it all up. When we dig roots we.make little holes'. When we
build houses, we make little holes. Wien we burn grass or grasshoppers, we
don't ruin things. We shake down acorns and pinenuts. We don't chop down the
trees. We only uso dead wood_ But the White people plow up the ground, pull
down the trees, kill everything. The tree says, "Don't. I am sore. Don't

hurt mo." But they chop it down and cut it up. The spirit of the land hates,
them. The Indians never hurt anything,-but the White people destroy all. They
blast rocks and scatter them on the ground. The rock says,"Don't. You are

_hurting me." But the Whitepeoplc pay no attention. When the Indians use rocks,
they take liftlo round ones for their cooking. Mow can the spirit of the earth
like the White man? ...Everywhere the White man has touched it, it is sore."



Native American very aware of the significance of circles, se.

e strength in the cone on rounroundness of a human body and a plant stem, of a teepee

and a tree trunk, of the snn and the moon. Black Elk was an Ogiala Indian
Sriritual Nlan who lived in the late 1800's. Read and discuss the following

writing of his wl*Ti your class.

"You have noticed that everything an Indian does is in a circle, and that is
because the Power of the World always works in circles, and everything tries
to be round. In the old lays s-when we were a strong and happy people, all our

power came to us from the sacred hoop of the nation and so long as the hoop

was unbroken the people flourished. The flowering tree was the living center
of the hoop, and the circle of four-quarters nourished it The east gave peace
and light, the south gave warmth, the westgave rain, and the north with its

cold and mighty wind gave strenoth and endurance. This knowledge came to us

from the outer world with our relic.ion. Everything the Power of the World does

is done in a circle. The SRy is round and I have heard that the earth is round

like a hall and so are nil the stars. The Wind, in its greatest power, whirls.
Birds make their nests in circles, for theirs is the same religion as ours.
Idle sun comes forth and goe,-; down again in a circle. The moon does the same,

and both aro round.

Even the seasons form a great circle in their changing, and always come back

again to whore they were. The life of a man is a circle from childhood to
childhood and so it is in everything where power moves. Our teepees were round
like the nests of birds and these were alwgys set in a circle, the nation's
hoop, a nest of many nests where the Great Spirit meant for us to hatch our

children."

I I ;AVF KI rn TIM DEEP

Taos Pueblo Tribe

I have killed the deer
I have crushed the grasshopper
And the plants he feeds upon
I have cut through the heart
Of treet, growing old and straight.
I have taken fish from water
And birds from the sky.
In my life I have needed death_
So that my life'can he.
When I die I must giVe life
To what has nourished me.
The earth receives my body-
And gives it to the plants
And to the caterpillars
To the birds
And to the coyotes
Each in its own time so that
The circle of Life is never broken.

10



The following letter, wTitten in 1855, was sent to President Franklin Pierce
hy Chief Sealth of the Dawamish Tribe of the State of Washington. It concerns
the proposed purchase of the tribe's land. Seattle, a corruption of the chief's
name, is built in the heart of Duwamish land. The letter is printed courtesy
of Dale Jones of the Seattle office of Friends of the Earth.

The Great Chief in Washington sends word that he wishes _ buy our land. The
Great Chief also sends us words of friendship and good will This is kind of
him, since we know he has little need of our friendship in return. But we will
consider your offer, for we know if we do not do so, the white man may come with
guns and take our land. What Chief Sealth says, the Great Chief in Washington
can count on as truly as our white brothers can count on the return of the
seasons. W words are like the =tars--they do not set.

How can you buy or sell the sky or the warmth of the land? The idea is strange
to us. Yet we do not on the freshness of the air or the sparkle of the water.
How can You buy them from us? We will decide in our time. Every part of this
earth is sacred to my people. Every shining pine needle, every sandy shore,
every mist in the dark woods, every clearing and humming insect is ho 7 in the

memory and experience of my people.

We know that the white man does not understand our ways. One portion of the
land is the same to him as the next, for he is a stranger who comes in the night
and takes from the land whatever he needs. The earth is not his brother, but
his enemy, and when he has conquered it, he moves on He.leaves his fathers'
graves, and his children's birthright is forgotten. The sight of your cities

pains the eyes of the redman. But perhaps it is because the redman is a savage
and does not understand .

There's no quiet place in the white man's cities. No place to hear the leaves
of spring or the rustle of insect's wings. But perhaps because I am a savage
and do not understand--the clatter only seems to insult the ears. And what is
there to life if a man cannot hear the lovely cry of a whippoorwill or the
ar:luments of the frogs around a pond at night? The Indian prefers the soft
sound of the wind darting over the face of the pond, and the smell of the wind
itself cleansed by a mid-day rain, or scented with a pinon pine. The air is

precious to the redman. For all things share t6 same breath--the beasts, the
trees, the man. The white man does not seem to notice the air he breathes.
Like a man dying for many days, he is numb to the stench.

If I decide to accept, I will make one condition. The white man must treat the
beasts of this land as his brothers. I am a savage d I do not understand any
other way. I have seen a thousand rotting buffaloes an the prairies left by
the white man who shot them from a passing train. i am a savage and I do not
understand how the smoking iron horse can be more important than the buffalo
that we kill only to stay alive. What is man without the beasts? If all the
beasts were gone, men would die from great loneliness of spirit, for whatever
happens to the beast also happens to man. All things are connected. Whatever
befalls the earth befalls the sons of the earth.

1



Our children have seen their fathers hitmbled in defeat. Our warriors have felt
shame. And after defeat, they turn their days in idleness and contaminate their
bodies with sweet food and strong drink. It matters little where we pass the
rest of our days- they are not many. A few more hours, a few more winters, and
none of the children of the great tribes that once lived on this earth, or that
roamed in small bands in the woods, will be left to mourn the graves of a people
once as powerful and hopeful as yours.

One thing we know which the white man may one day discover. Our God is the same
Cod. You may think now that you own him as you wish to own our land. But you
cannot. He is the Body of man. And his compassion is equal for the redman and
the white. This earth is precious to him. And to harm the earth is to heap
contempt on its creator. The whites, too, shall pass--perhaps sooner than other
tribes. Continue to contaminate your bed, and you will one night suffocate in
your own waste. When the buffalo are all slaughtered, the wild horses all tamed,
the secret corners of the forest heavy with the scent of many men, and the view
of the ripe hills blotted by talking wires, where is the thicket? Gone. Where
is the eagle? Cone. And what is it to say goodby to the swift and the hunt, the
end of living and the beginning of survival.

We might understand if we knew what it was that the white man dreams, what hopes
he describes to his children on long winter nights, what visions he burns into
their minds, so they will wish for tomorrow. But we are savages.' The white

dreams are hidden from us. And because they are hidden, we will go our
own way. If we agree, it will be to secure your reservation you have promised.
There perhaps we may live out our brief days as we wish. When the last redman
has vanished from the earth, and the memory is only the shadow of a cloud moving
across the prairie, these shores and forest will still hold the spirits of my
people, for they love this earth as the newborn loves its mother's heartbeat.
If we sell you our land, love it as we've loved it. Care for it, as we've cared
for it. Hold in your mind the memory of the land, as it is when you take it
And with all your strength, with all your might, and with all your heart--preserve
it for your children, and love it as God loves us all. One thing we know--
our God is the same. This earth is precious to him. Even the white man cannot
be exempt from the common destiny.

--4
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"When vou a a flower, -.-ou shake a star." Interdependencies
'are the we< tluit tie us and all that makes up out complex world
L:oether. This unit look< at interdependencies in the human and
animal c,-:,Tunties,, witha t-ocus on food chains.

Peecv,Imended Grade Levels

Fut The Part ii
Fat Th,.-

Sun's Restaurnt
1.1 IU Dead

2-b
5-0
3-6
4-0

FJfried Cattail 4-0
1he Pus; They Parachuted Cats into 4-0

:;,11,i0,ht in The Web Cf Life 4-6
liow Mom- Tnterdependencies Can You 4-6

Plnd?
re ,Past Babes In The Woods 5-6

Ecology Part I

Lunch 1=la Pr o 1 e v Purt II 4-6



To illustrate for students the relative r'-rcentaEle of the earth
capable of supporting, human needs-

To illustrate for students the fragility of our life
support '.`stems, can on the following using an
apple to represent the earth:

*Cut an apple ilto quarters and set three of them
do. The remaining quarter r p esc..ts the part

of the earth's surface that is not under' salt water.

*Ne\ cut this quarter in half and sot le piece aside. The
piece in hand represents the part of the earth that is suitable
for human habitation. The other part is too cold, too dry,
too mountainous, or too hot.

*Now cut the last one-eighth, which represents the part on which
humans can live, into four equal slices. Rather thin, aren't
they? Just one of- these four small slices represents the part
of the earth that supplies most of our food and clothing, the
small part which is presently tilled. It is rot too wet, not
too cold, not occupied by cities, factories, or highways.

*Cut a very small piece from the last slice used above. This
represents the 3/100 of 1% of the earth's surface which contains
potable water. Not very much.

Our human presence on earth has been very short. In
that time we have done great damage and 'destruction
to those systems that are capable of sustaining our
lives. How will we treat the remaining healthy portion?

Adapted from The Green Box, m:olt County
Office of Education
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To ilUi ;rate the concept of a food chain. \I

Ai
7,0 scl.ap pieces of paper with the following labels:
1-sun; 14-plant piece., IS-microoroanism., 4-snail

chicke1 ; 1=e0vote (adju5t the total to your class size).

Pass out one labeled paper to each student. Tell
them to croup themselves with the other students
;a-to Lava tne =;a:-4o tabol (i_e, all S ecds should gather
toe ether)

When done, explain that a food chain is a
series of nn isms that depend on each other for

inv K tho up tc put themselves in the 'order of who
feeds who.

After this is completed have each group beginning with the sun
say who they are and who they feed. For example, "I am the sun,
and I Iced the plants". Who (1,-)0:,, the coyote feed?

Why are there more worms than quail? flow can this
chain he broken? How could this become a cycle?.
Can you name a food chain that we are part of?

188
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illustrate

o

of a food chain

paper plates with
..-salmon;

llowi libels: I -bear;
is insects; 5-algae;

The sun's energy flows through anv links in the nlant
and animal world. These interrelationships form food
chains and in turn complex food webs on our plan
The plants and animals that depend on each other for
food each form a link in the food chain.

*Place the plates in the following pyramid shape on a
table or the ,t-ound. Keen the labels face down. --

*Turn over the bear plate. Discuss
what a hoar milt eat when
hunyrv. In this food chain it
eats salmon. Turn over the next
two plates which read "salmon"-
wf v does the bear need two
salmon? Continue this line of
discussion down the food chain,
turning over the plates repre-
senting the next organism on the
food chain.

°'Emphasize in discussion the point that the food chain forms
pyramid where it is necessary to have more organisms at the

base of the food chain. Also stress that the sun is the source
of energy for the plants, which in turn make their own food.

List the organisms in this food pyramid that would he
affected by death of the algae? How would they be
affected? What would happen to the bear if this stream
dried up? _.-- ---_-

c,f4,_,
_

-_ (,..,(/

ipted from gunship Earth-by Steve Van Matre_

1
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I z s s throil,h the food chain.'

sthdent and set than in a row facing
the hest of the groun, As thei, sit there, eixplain

I tL them and the ethers that au are the owner of a
small farm in Santa (Tru: Countv. Your main crop,
apples, has neon attac;,:ed by small insects which
threaten voul- prospects of a cood harvest. Taking
the lo:-Iry stens to Your harvest, YOU finait

peszici fru1:1 the 'Saire f,;etum- chemical company.

*As

huv

von tell the story. ivc: each of the eiiiht students a Jacket
The stujonrs vou have selected will he the insects and the
jackets wIll rerresehr ha cit,emical with which they have been
sprayed. They are now dead .

i-ont students sir dm,:n the dead insects. These

they eat the Insects, they re;:lovo the Jackets and put them on
signifyinY the passage of the __-hemtcal from the insects to the
mice. 1-ach mr,uso I a weari,--; two coat , i.e., two units of
spray.

*Select two studnts t Ime!lind the I.-c,ur mice. These tc,..7o

will he -,c37-1her snakes and each :0ther snake will eat two mice.
As the II ice are eaten, the it jackets are removed and placed
upon the -lopher snakes. Aoain. we have the passage of the
chemical from one or,ani-=.m to ant: tiler and each snake should
now he Wti;,11::1-11:

*S01CCt tr, The erite Will eat
the two it actu:ri_nr IaLkLr!-.=. and w il I then die.

What do the eight Jackets represent? How
lid the eagle acquire the Jackets (pesticide)?_ It
is a Fact that all Americans have DDT, a banned
restielde, in their hody Fat. 5xplain how it got there.
Prernsc an alternative iho ieava 11-1-e of chemical
i)esticids in :arming.
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To illustrate interdependencies within a food web.

Assign students an animal or plant from the_accom-
panying chart. Have each one make a sign showing
the name of their animal. If you wish, each child
can research his/her plant or animal to find out
more about it. When this is completed tape the
signs to the front of each desk, and'arrange the
desks in one large circle. Pick any animal (not a

plant or decomposer to start with), and hand the child TFJ
end of a ball of string. Then ask him or her to pick some-
thing from the circle that their animal would like to eat.
Run the string from the first student to the second. Continue
this, until all children have at least one part of the string
in their hands. You may have to help them understand that
-_t, "eat" the_products that decomposers break down. Also,

decomposers eat dead things. Encourage the decomposers to
choose to eat animals such as mountain lions and vultures which
are eaten by nothing else. Continue until your food web is
too complex to take any further.

Any of the possible scenarios can be introduced to illustrate
John Muir's axiom, "When we try to pick out anything by itself,
we find it hitched to everything else in the universe."

a. Air pollution kills all Pf the trees.
h. Flooding inundates the area.
c. DDT wipes out the insects.
d. Hunters eliminate the mountain lic-s.
e. The area is stripmined.
f. add your own....

.The student's roles directly affected by a given change
the

drop
hold of the string, or the string can be cut. Discuss -he
collapse of, the web.

What was the result of making a change in the web?
Identify ways we are causing changes to the earth?
Name an action you have taken that resulted in an
unexpected change.

lq
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To demonstrate the ramifications of making a single change in
an ecosystem.

Read aloud the following true story to your students,
and discuss.

Some time ago, the World Health Organization sent
supplies of DDT (explain that this is a chemical
designed to kill pests that is no longer allowed to
be used in this country because of its ill effects on

other forms of life) to Borneo to fight mosquitos that spread
malaria among the people. The mosquitos were quickly wiped out.
But millions of roaches lived in the villages and they simply
stored the DDT in their bodies and went scurrying off into the
dark places. One kind of animal that fed on the roaches was a
small lizard. When these lizards ate roaches, they also ate a
lot of DDT. Instead of killing them, DDT only slowed them down.
This made easier for cats to catch lizards,-Ofte of their
favorite foods. And all over North Borneo cats died from rpT.

Then the rats moved in because there were no cats to control
their population. With the rats, came a new danger; plague.
Officials sent out emergency calls for cats. Cats were sent in
by airplanes and dropped from the sky by parachute.

Then the roofs began to sag and cave in. Now what? The people
once again began to search for the cause. They found it in the
hordes of caterpillars that had moved in to feed on the roofing
materials. Why? The lizards were gone, and-the lizards, as
well as the roaches ate caterpillars and had kept them in control.
One simple change in the ecosystem had set off a whole chain
reaction.

From Laycock, e Wild Ones Stay Home.

Have-students identify actions they or others have
taken that caused unexpected changes or outcomes.
What happens when we change just one thing?

615
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( To have students examine dependencies in their community and
on the school site

Think of all the different people who contribute to
the school. Have the students list who these people
are. As they suggest them, write them on the board
in a circle. Starting with one, ask if this person
needs or depends on any other person listed on the
board. If there is a dependence established, draw
a line connecting the two. Continue until you go

all the way around the circle. What have you ended up with?
What if one of the people in your web wasn't there any longer?
What would the effects be?

Now do a web of community occupations. Gather a list of different
occupations (the jobs of your students' parents could be used)
that people have in your community. Write them on the board in
a circle and again draw the lines that connect one with another
as an interdependency is created. Try taking one away (e.g.,
garbage colloctors). What happens?

Any community, natural or human, is composed of producers,
consumers, and decomposers.

Producers - green plants which convert the sun's energy to food.
Consumers - animals who eat the green plants, or eat other animals.
Decomposers plants or animals who eat dead producers and con-

sumers, breaking down and recycling them in the
process.

Introduce these concepts, and give examples of each. Ask the
students to come up with examples drawn from natural communities.
You may have to help them understand that plants "eat" the
products that decomposers break down.

Now return to the human community of the web and list the human
producers, consumers, and decomposers, and their needs. For
example:

Paz
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List the effects of a garbage collector strike_ Identify
the kind of workers who would lose their jobs if everyone
stopped using cars tomorrow. What would happen in the
natural world if there were no decomposers?
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11 lus
peen presen

for students the relative timo that humans have
on earth.

Suppose i = reduced the history of the earth a

walk of 300 feet (i.e. football field). As we walked
this 300 foot path, individual events representing
the sequence of earth's evolution would be marked on
the path with colored flags. At what point do you
think humans will appear?

Beginning our walk through time we see no life for 79 feet.
At tho SO foot line single celled life appears. We move on to
the 125 foot point at which time the first vertebrates are
seen. 'The first land plants appear at 160 feet. The first land
verttbrates, the ampliiinsarise at 190 feet.
Dinosaurs march onto the scene at 215 feet and remain until 270
feet. In the meantime, the first birds and mammals appear.

The Grand Canyon is formed at 290 feet. With Only 10 feet
remainin, humans have not been seen. with 1 foot
remaining, at-299 feet, the first human like creature shows
up, At 299 feet, 8 inches, stone age people appear. At 299
feet, 11 inches the calendar begins and civilized people make
the scene. Within the last inch, Columbus discovers America
and theDeclara,tiOn of Independence is signed.

Life has existed on earth for some 200 feet of our
walk: humans have been here for less than 12 inches.
The Dinosaurs dominated the walk for 55 feet; we have
dominated it for less than two inches. Yet sometimes
we look condescendingly upon the dinosaurs as unsuc-
cessful animals that could not adapt. If the path
were to continue into the future will it show us here

55 loot from now? What have we done to the earth in our short
time here? What can we do to insure that we will continue to
survive?



If You prefer to do this indo read the followi
to your students:

The term, "nne million years," is so far outside our
experience as to be meaningless to us. We may have
the vague imression that a million Years is a very
long time.

e a moving picture taken of earth by inhabitants of another
using a super telephoto lens and a time lapse camera. This

iMaginary film was taken at the rate of one picture per year for
the last 757 million years. When-it is run in a projector at
normal speed (2- pies, per sec.), 24 years of earth history flashes
by each second. Since the author has the film running continuously
24 hours a day, about two million years of past history are shown
on the screen each day. To show the entire 757 million yea-
requires running the film for one full year. The author starts
the show at midnight of one New Year's Eve and runs it without
interruption until midnight of the next Now Year's Eve.

Throughout January, February and March, the movie runs on without
showing any signs of life upon the earth. Single-celled organisms
app,:ar early in Avil: many celled ones later in that month. Late
in May come the first vertebrates. It is the middle of July before
the first land plants begin to pave the way for animal life on land.
Late August arrives before the first land vertebrates, the amphibians,
put in an appearance. The first reptiles appear by the middle of
September. Among them are the dinosaurs that dominate the scene
through the remainder of September through October and much of
November (abolit 70 7 l olIn the mntini.0, the first hidz and
first_mammals appear. The raising of the Rocky Mountains near the
end of November, signals the end of the great era of reptilian
domination.

As the movie runs on into December, we .see the mammals dominant;
-they undergo their great evolutionary developments. Christmas
arrives: The movie shows us the Colorado River beginning to cut
Grand Canyon. We have the vaguely uneasy realization that the year
is nearing its close, yet we have seen no signs of man. Day follows
day until we reach the last day of the year Sunddenly, about noon
of December 31, the movie shows us the first man. During ,c1.! after-
noon, the glaciers push southward from the polar regions and then
retreat, four successive times. By suppertime, man is still not
much in evidence. By about eleven o'clock in the evening, varied
old stone age men and women become quite prominent in the picture,
and by 11:45, men who make more refined stone implements and
cultivate the soil appear. Five or six minutes before the end of
the movie, the Christian era begins. Twenty seconds before the end,
Columbus discovers America. Seven seconds before the end, the
Declaration of Independence was signed.

Life has existed on earth for some eight months of movie's year;
humans have been here for about 12 hours of that year. The dinosaurs
dominated the movie for 70 days; humans dominated it for about one-
half of one day, so far. If the movie continues into the year, will
it show us here seventy days from now?

Adapted from The Green Box, Humbolt County Office of Education



iTo illustrate our interdependence with plants and animal life. \
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Children are often divorced from any comprehension
of food origins. This activity quickly clarifies
our interdependencies with other forms of life.

*As children begin their lunch, ask:

Who is eating roots? Who is eating leaves?
(carrots, lettuce)

Who i eating something from a tree? (apple, orange)

Who is eating ground baked grass seeds? (bread)

Who Is eating bird, cow or pig for lunch? (chicken, butter)

To develop broader concepts of food chains, ask:

Who is eating water? (raw fruit or vegetable)

Who is eating sun? (trapped light, e.g., in green leaves)

Who is eating soil? (minerals in foods)

Who is eating manure or compost? (used as fertilizer on your
vegetables)

a Li 6

7L4JA yelrAJD u\J 1-4 I C f-1

Adapted from Manure' to Meadow to Milshake, Hidden Villa, Inc.

iqB
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To exrlore the food supply sv;T=c,m.
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Have each student select a lunch item and explore
the following:

*What season was it probably harvested or butchered?
If your food was not picked recently, how waFit
stored? (dried, canned, bottled, frozen, piCled,
stored in root cellar or attic) If we are unable to

preserve and store foods from seasons Of great harvest, (winter,
spring) , what would happen to our population after lean harvests?

*Transportation has helped man transcend local seasonal limita-
tionsy Who has lunch food grown in another climate and trans
ported here? Where is the food from? How far has it traveled?
In what season was food raised? Who has a lunch that traveled
over 1,000 miles?

Example: Danish crackers, Florida oranges, New Zealand lamb,
Guatemalan bananas.

Who has a lunch that has traveled less than 500 miles? Mat
would our lunch consist of today if we ate only fresh foods?
Could we eat bread in the winter? Apples in the spring? What
would the California Indians have had for lunch today? hke a
menu.

Example: Mint or sassafrass tea, smoked fish, trail snack:
dried chia seeds, madrone berries and blackberries.

*What farming techniques manipulate climate to increase plant
food production? Find a food in your lunch that is affected.
For instance:

Irrigation'-of fruit and vegetable crops during the hot dry
California summer.

Smudge pots and fans to prevent winter frost from killing
citrus crops.

Greenhousing: creating summer in winter for tomatoes and
flowers.

12,3
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1 ;.ho ye To Find

tr,y--1 insectaries ine1ud1:10:

icon Vltava friectaries
Fax 15

CA 93n22

1-redators ot mosquitoes. They arc ax,.l iloble for
From your :Yosquito Ahatement District listed int.e

of- v-Ur telenhofle hOoR CHI Wifornia).

The a'novt. ::.t or IS s t Ccl to assist vou in lucatinv, i All

torials arc- each le:zon and most are reac' 1 y wa 1 1 able .

Is vriT-tn ilrh the assistance of Kav Thornlov A Thomas
Miittan an-b aJvic of Professor Stephen Glies,sman, Utiiversitv of
Lalifornia SanT.1 :1-117_ and R. Mofict Wilkerson and Peter Stoddard of
tho California Fornrtment of Ford and A!!riculture.
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n our nual 1 v to replicate nature. We
copy nutr lent cycl by making compost ; we mulch to keep
moisture in an avoid --f_z.ompact ion just like the forest; we
water to mimic a sor in rain. And in our garden we are able

to observe the cycles from seed back to Seed) , and changes
(from germinat -1_ on unti decay) , and the interdependencies
(poll inator an pollen that are the basic components of

Lure.
when we are asked how we control garden pests,

refer people to Integr ted Pest Management (1PM) 'FM is a
pest management system that uses principles of our environment
to control insect prob ems. Lessons in this unit not only
int, the :Darts of flowers and insects, but also demon.

the basic princ, 7.1 _es IPM. These lessons will pro-

vide a relevant, applic _motion of the concepts learned in .the two
prey ious units "Cycles and Changes ," and "Interdependenc ies."

It is crit Teal fo r the farmer (as well as the gardener)
produce as healthy a crop as possible. It is critical to

oid a, buildup of the rnical pesticides in our environment (p.
'C) 1P:1 offers step-- s to achieve both of these goals. Its

_nous are z)a.----ied premises:

*1. Every insect s not a pest.
The food chair_ is a means of pest control. Herbivore

are pests in the g rden . Insects and other organisms that
feed on her bivores rovide a natural control of plant-
eating insects.
*3. Planting a van-- iety of crops in an area improves weed
and insect control -
*1-1. It is necessar y to identify and monitor insect dam
before spra ving. NZ. of all insect damage is a problem.
*5. Sprays derive= from plants or bacteria can control
insect damage.
*6. Pest managemera t methods are specific to particular
stages of the pest '` s life cycle.

or more infora ,ation 1PM contact Department of Food and

griculture; Pest Man.-7 gement , Environmental Protection, and

Worker Safety, r_wx ; 1 2 (_) N' Street; Saorament.0, (,A

9s814; or your County Agricultural Extension Program.

Related information ar._ d lesson on 1PM appear in The Growing
lassroom on pages: 38-1-19; 82-83 188-192.
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ower seems so unique, with its own special beauty. But the;
composed of the same parts. You and your friends are all
but you all have the same parts too: eyes, ears, nose,

, horns...00 '

_ _

To lear n the parts of flowers.

_)0L.kr-im,0,15

This game has students ect and draw flowers to learn
about

*Each student should g.o into the garden and carefull
collect one flower, preferably one that nobody else has.
(If there aren't enough flowers to go around, have
students share).

o t hey are reseated, ask them to look carefully at their flower,
erg pond five or ten minutes drawing it and coloring in.

Now it 's look in a little more detail!

th e students to gently take their flowers apart and draw each
part. Use this drawing as your guide to flower parts, and discuss
the fia action of each part.
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Students should exa1 ne, draw and'label the sepals, petals,
and stamens.

Sepals bracket the petals, and are usua
(produce food from the sun).

Petals can be all colors and shapes and smells, and SO
attract pollinators.

The Pistil is the female part and is composed of the stigma, style
and ovary. Male pollen lands on the stigma, travels down
the style, and fertilizes the egg in the ovary. The ovary
is the site of fruit and seed formation.

The Stamen is the male part, and is composed of an anther and a
filament. The stamen is where pollen is produced.
Usually the pistil is in the center of the flower and
the stamens are all around it.

Note: members of the daisy family (Compositae or
Asteraceae) have com osite flowers: the "disc" flowers
in the center and the "ray" flowers (that look like
petals). Each disc and each ray is a separate repro-
ductive unit, with its own pistils and stamens, though
many of them are actually sterile.

t 1 l ,

green and photosvntheti,

to

What is the name of the pollen bearing (male) part of
the flower? the female part? What part of the flower
swells to become the fruit and seeds? List the things
that would change if, starting tomorrow, there were no
more flowers.

Flowers are the reproductive parts of plants. Their beauty and sweet
smells attract the birds and insects that help spread pollen to other
flowers.

Who exactly are the pollinators? Let's zoom in on them in Flower
Power, Part II.

1



rci: an,'. their relationship with flowers.

ihrorso:,at-i4,c flowers and pollinators, students learn
that To!_, s a ;seat variety of pollinators, and that
each has a srveial relationship with certain kinds of
flowers.

The follewInc cnn he read to students to introduce the
lessen:

iko was, plants can't move from place to place to
:=Fh-ri their flates, -How then does the pollen from one
flowei Let to ThL_' nistil i_female part) of another flower?

T11::tts who thn) cane In A 4-,01-1inater is
anethinn that spread flower pollen. There are all

oF i hators: hirds bats, hees, hi.Ns, and more!
th-J w:n.1 is ah tant polliitaater.) Pollinators

drink nectar frem the flowers, and some (like honeybees)
2: collect and eat the pollen too, In the process they

snrcild 1 From flower to flower, without even tryintt!

race the hollep fertilines the ego in the flower ovary,
the riaht wlli on to hroduov fruit and seeds. So we

to thahl,- For all our fruits and nuts,
and lots (1 onr ,:ecetables too:

ite rhe ioliowint on the hoard:
pollinator_ Hcpc of Flower Preferred

white or dull-colored,fruity or
spicy odor

showy, bright petals, often blue
or eellow

i=r1011=, Of dead fish or meat

small Flower, often white or green

red, orange, blue or yellow flower

lar: Flower, with fruity odor and
lots nf nectar

red flower, little or no odor

white or yellow Flower with heavy
tr:e:rancc

sinall, odorless, colorless Flowers

13i



`tiott: rises, corn, etc., tend to be wind pollinated. Since
they rely on the wind, they don't have to produce showy or scents
flowers to attract pollinators.

*Divide the class in half. One group should be Pollinators, the
other Flowers.

*Assign each member of the Flower group to a flower "type."

*Have them write on construction paper a short description of what
type of flower they are (i.e.: Bright red, no scent; or white,
very sweet-smelling, etc.). Pin the description to their shirt.

*Now take the pollinator group aside and whisper to each pollinator
their new identity (honeybee, wind, bat, etc.).

*Then have the two groups mingle silently until each pollinator has
found his or her "right" flower. (They will undoubtedly have to
refer to the chart on the board). Remind the class that there can
be more than one pollinator to a flower--some pollinators will
like the same flower.

*Since the Pollinators have no identifying tags, have each Flower
guess in turn the identity of their pollinator 'I'm a bright red
flower, so you're probably a hummingbird!)

Most scientists believe that flowers and their pollinator
coevolved. That means that they changed over time to
suit each other; they adapted to each other. How does
this coevolution benefit the flower? the pollinator?

During the game you probably noticed that often several
pollinators like the same flower. For example, often

bees and butterflies visit the same type of flower. How would
that be an "advantage" for the flower?

Now go outdoors and have the Pollinators find a real
flower they like: Then ask the Flowers to look around
the garden for their real pollinators. Can they find
any bees, hummingbird7eetles, or wind?
*Go outdoors with students and sit quietly near some
flowers. Watch carefully. What pollinators do they

observe? How long do they stay on each flower?



iTo demons -ate
Linterrelationsh

or natural en,

sms and their
vironment.

ment; drawl °cards, jour
insect re orence books optional).

Choo e loos garden to bserve for
---4 d ks, stud en will record the habits of
insects and chang,_ t ijt ccur in this habitat. A
habitat is the envi -iment of a living organism
necessary it r it to survive. Insects and plants
in the habitat ___, , provide shelter and food for each

7trler. To observe a habitat students should .get as close to
the area a5 a --ibe, be very atill and quiet, and disturb thP
area -is as pos tie

*Have each student choose his/her own magie,spot in the garden
or a natural environment. Their spot should only consist of
one or two mature plants. Avoid "visiting" in!;ects (flying
insects which visit each plant briefly).

*Have students observe in their special spots until they dis
cover at least three different tlo es of insects. They can
carefully look under leaves n side the plant, and in the soil
around the plant.

*Ha re students draw"-n habitat including the plant
and the insects' locations in rep atian to the plant.

Have students describe the insects their journals: what
does it lock like? (winged, legs, mouth); where does it
tunder the leaf, in the ground); what does it eat (the plant,



aphi _sects).

*Repeat this activity at least once a we for 3-4 weeks,
Have students record the changes they observe in thei: habi-
at. Have stud-- is share observations.

Which habitats had the largest variety of insects?
What kinds of insects were-found in more than one
habitat? What does the plant provide for the
insects living around it? What do the insects
provide for the plant? How could you control
insects eating your plant without destroying other

insects in your habitat? Categorize insects-and plants in
your habitat as helpful or harmful to your plants. Explain
your reasons for=putting the insects in the different
categories.

e insect guides to research the name and habi
of the insects in the habitat.

*C011Pet a amr_11 each insect to mount . TPb01
it with what it eats, where it lives, and its
relationship to humans.



in a 4arden to
have tifferent space

tw ::rant shaped plants can 'be

and dancpy shapes
use of garden soce

w11,

zt:i1e:5" v"

*S.2ene weeis.
persistht,

onat_jok ;,,ilvanta,7e cf any space left PS/
the'ctrr ril-ints. They can be tall and
thin, like 'One many varieties of wild
i7rasses un they iisn be short and squat
-r pnos7r-- fild
or pigweei, hDse ,.-)! me students to be
tail co!'les; they will look similar to the
corn plants, with their hands up, over
their heats. Other
repre,sented Sy students stsopinc over
Others will cr,awl snd iTrab the lego or
any 'other pat in the i7arder .

ally the "west soople" anton 'oirt,n
until all the availaOle room is
Those octi;-,ifiini; weeds can be racily dis-
rup.tive oti-,or plants
'don law I sk the "corn people
how they feel ornpe%in for their spac!c!



should be getting uncomfortable.

*Act T scene I. Tn Act IT we ,4111
plant other kinds of plants between
purr Plants. A new corn crop should
assemble as before in the garden. Now,
to keep those pesty weeds out maybe we
could find some plants that eliminate
the extra spaces in between the corn.
Hmmm..should we use tomatoes? Well
they might fit, but, I heard those corns
talking about tomatoes and. they don't
seem to like being very close to them.
They take up too much of their root
space and also seem to make corns a lit-
tie sick. -Well, we'd better see if we
can find a plant that gets _along better
with the corn (refer to Companion Plant-
ing Guide, p. 38-39). American Indians
used to plant pole beans alongside with
the corn. The pole beans used the con
stalk for support. The beans didn't
strangle the corn and they actually
brought nitrogen from the air into the
ground to help feed the corn plants.
Well corns, what do you think? Should
we let these beans lean on you for a
little support if they come thrrJgh with
one snacks? The "bean people" enter the
garden. Only one t-lan plant to one corn
plant, please!

*Scene 2. Now we still have a problem.
It looks like there is still room for
the weeds.' (Enter weeds again.)

*Act III. Scene 1. We'll : .ve to find
.another companion for the corn and bean
dynamic duos. Let's find a plant that
is low to the ground, doesn't need too
much light and one that won't put down
deep roots, like the corn and beans.
We've got to fill in pretty irregular
spaces... What about squash? They have
broad leaves, don't need too much light
and the Indians planted squash along
with corn and---beans too. Have students
emulate squish plants by squatting down
on their haunches. Fill in the empty
spaces in the garden.

Scene 2. Okay weeds, ready for the last
try? 11 right, but where will you go?
There is no extra space-in that garden,

1 q.-;



and its sure hard for weeds to grow
above the squash to get sunlight. Even
a tenacious bindweed would have trouble
finding a home in there.

And thus, the principles of companion planting are revealed.
Inc garden has become a place whero three crops can live
together comfortably, support one another, and, even help each
other to eat.

How can companion planting prevent weed growth? What
are three things to consider when choosing companion
plants? Why can weeds grow easily in a field of corn?



i 4 11 Us r ate ho
growth of other

s h of some plant
weeds.,

Construction paper, scissors
coat hangers, and/or sticks
or bed.

can affect the

glue, cardboard tubeJ,
for stems), planter box

Students will create their own crop plant then place
it in the garden to dete mine the effect of its shape
on weed growth. One w , that plants protect their
food is by their shape. Some, like squash, might
grow big broad -leaves that make so much shade that
weeds don't get enough sun to grow. Another plant,

like parsley, might be short ano skinny, but it grows so fast
and close together that it leaves no room for weeds. What we
want to find out is how the shape of a plant can affect the

of weed.- , the area around it.

*Have each student design and construct an imaginary crop
plant. Encourage a variety of designs - tall skinny ones,
short fat ones, etc. They need not be models of real plan
and the students can make up their own names for them. In
their design, have them consider: how the plant will get
light, and how the shape will protect' the plant.

*Next have the students prepare a bed of soil in a planter box



or a f-tall bed outside, but without planting any crops

*Have each student plant their imaginary plants in 3/4 of the
prepared soil. Leave one area "unplanted" as a control to see
the number of weeds that will grow withnut the plants. Make
sure there are no weeds already growinc in either area. Leave
the imaginary garden for two weeks, then return and have, the
students count the nurnber of weed plants in the area inmedi-
ately surrounding their own imaginary plant.

*Have the students replant -their imaginary plants in a pattern
they think would be the best way to keep weeds from growing.

Did some plants have more weeds than others? Did
some have none at all? What was the shape of the
plants that had the fewest weeds around them? What
prevented the weeds from growing?

I 13,j
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exp. re the =plat spe-:

;p-,rawtL.
_ -

h,, ceLtrolling weed/

Pnaish thpeo s77:1 elPts x 2') in a gar-

slant three experimental plots with the
sads a% var-ieJ :=;pim,_ij. to discover a way to keep

weeAs from g7,,rowi1 bi pnd strong,. All plants need
',(7,hout light, a plant cannot grow strong and

t,QT1. Tr 11,1f,t Wr?Fi and withered. We will
fbi out if we can plant the radish seeds so that they

eno1J:=n rocm and light, bat the weeds will be shaded and
n-t

PLor PL oT

*T plot ill, pliant the radisn
six inches apart also.

see

PLOT 3

six inches apart with rows

*In plot /12 plant the seeds three inches
inches apart.

apart with rows 3

*In plot 4/3 plant the seeds one inch apart with rows one inch
apart,

*Water each plot exactly the same.

*Wecd the plots completely at 10 da:,1.

*Then wait two weeks and count the number of weeds

l4kJ

in each



plot. '=ee:) a bount of the number of weeds over one inch tall
in each plot. ,Iso records of the space between the
=canopy the antil the rPdishes are ready to Ihrvest.

Tnis de!,onstrates the principle of
interf-erence. All garden systems are designed to eliminate
too m=_Ach extra space for unwanted plants or weeds. The exper
iment has the radish planted so close together that when they
get lirger, or more mature, they will be crowded. To continue
the experiment ;,.nd to determine the optimum spacing for mature
plants, uin the radish so the leaves just touch until the
plants reach mcat.irity.

Which plots have less weeds? Why? Name one reason
it is good to plant close together. Name one reason
it is tad. How can you find the best distance to
have between plants?



__
1_. ,11____,..e haw a i..),, :_!;1--ITI ,,-_-_,,, :-.'--.=,. siscns that

. prevent cther plants from

aht taine-s C.-.

tajners fcr water ,.Lr si.,;rry 4 for each group); gar-
den soil; masking tape; marker; journals; leaves
from some of the following Plants: eucalyptus,
pine, tumatc, 5agebrush, tTharc!c.

Read the followin to students as an introduction:
Have you ever noticed hcw animals sometimes protect
their food--like a dog that growls when a cat comes
near at dinner time? But what do you suppose a
plant might do if it wants to protect its food--the
soil, sun, it and water it needs to surviy?

Zi:,ce they can't growl or chase or bite, some plants have
discovered their own ways to scare off other plants that want
their food. Sometimes a weed can do this by preventing our
crops from growing next to it.
But other times, a crop plant
is the one that gives off tne
poison so weeds can't grow
underneath it. In this lesson,
we're going to see if we can
find plants that protect their
food by keeping weeds from
growing near them by producing
their own weed poison.

*Divide students into experi-
ment groups of 5. Give each
group four one-gallon contain-
ers.

*::ve each group fili their
containers with regular garden
topsoil dug from the same area.

Have each group prepare three
types of slurry. Finely crush
leaves of one ofthe following
types of plants: eucalyptus,
bay, pine, tomato, sagebrush,
tobacco. Dissolve the leaves
in water so the mixture can be poured through soil. Label
each container of slurry.



*Label one soil container "wa
containers with a type of slurr.

el the remaining soil

one we ek 'water' each soil containe with he appropri
The one labeled "water" will serve as a control

_r it with water.soft'

;r one week, count the number of weeds which germinated in
each container. Record the results. Continue observing and
'watering' for three weeks.

*Did any group nave a container where no weeds sprouted? II_

so, it shows that the plant that was crushed may have some
chemical in it that acts like a poison to weeds. Have the
students look around the rest of the school grounds to see
they can find any plants that have nothing growing beneath
them.

Which slurry allows no weed growth? Why? Why is
tl.is an important adaptation for some plants? How
can =his help us iO he garden?

Try spraying the slurry with no weed growth on
weeds in the garden. Record the results.



icJ re the mar v ways that insocs affect all life en earth.
_

C-
1

There are rore insects than any other creature on
earth. They have been'around for at least 400 million
years, whereas people have been on earth only about 100
thousand years. And we arestill discovering new
kinds of insects!

*Go into the garden. it quietly for several minutes
a few different spats in the garden, and watch. What kinds

of insects do you see? What are they doing? Are they eating?
Belno oaten? Now po around and look under rocks or locs. What

von soo ther, e? What are they doine?

*Once hack in your classroom, ask students to help make a list
of tho ways insects harm us and help is Write it on the
blackboard. Examples might he:

Wav,:-. Insects Harm Us

Eat our crops (caterpillars, beetles)

Eat wood Itermites)

Eat clothes (clothes moths)

Sting, and suck blood (wasps,
mosquitoes)

Transmit diseases (some ticks transmit
Rock,: mountain Spotted fever)

Ways Insects Help Us

Many are pollinators
(bees, butterflies)

Bees produce honey;
silkworms make silk

Some are predators and
parasites of insects
that harm us

Many are beautiful

They are the food source
for many animals
(birds, frogs)

Now ask students to pretend that starting tomorrow, there would
he no more insects. Ask them to write about what life would be
like without insects. Now would things change?

219



Possible answers aro:

1) There wouldn't bc as many fru:ts: and vezetahles. Sees, for
example, arc needed o pollinate apples. cherries, and
cucumbers, to name a few. W1thout pollinatbrs, there would
be tow ot these truits.

) Many animals would die. Animals such as froi:s, birds, and
apt-eaters diet-lend on insocts for food.

31 No honey or silk.

4-! No butterfly wino.s, cricket calls, 1L,.hts from fireflies.

S) No mosquito bites'.

And much much moro. Insects I.ro 1-(:.;t1lv vory important- to Tiro
on earth!

14j
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tv the parts

drawing an insect and labeling basic parts, students
n the important features of insect anatomy.

*Copy the accompanying drawing of an insect onto the
blackboard:

C

tz

Point out to'students that
following characteristics:

all insects share the

I) Six jointed .Legs_ (note- {that spiders, which have
eight legs, are not insects!)

2) \ body divided into three-main parts: head,
thorax and abdomen.

3) A pair of antennae.
4) Most have wJngs usually two pis
5) A hard outer covering called an exoskeleton.

students to list as many different' insects as they can
(eg. mosquito, beetle, dragonfly). They look very different,
don't they? Yet they are all called insects, and have body
parts in common.

*Have students pick one of the insects from-'- t =he.'lst _ -d draw
it, libeling all parts. make sure the include all pal:1's
listed above.

A moth an
that arc theti

ant have many characteristics in common.

-z-23
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oreitoo otwoon insects andanimals is
toat i-soo7,- have an exoshcletdn, or a slieleten on
tho ootside oi tneir i-edios. Ask vour class tc.'

sonports tno tissuesoand protects

W:1:At 01 3 -hard exeskeletene itt Is a
-coa. oti nreteots the insect.)

Now th.1 v ci :hoow t_hat insects have a hard outer covering, can
whv thoio ioolt (-crawl out o their exoskeleton)?

(Thoy It hs the voune insect grows, the exoskeleton
tiht. Thov sho,i it and 're; a new larcc'r one.)

a aLi
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T- rife yle and the trophio levels c

Cos,: ch

fish bnwl; cloth cover an rubber-- -
- t sver jar or bowl; pond water with

(wigglers); gambusia fish*, Jour-

This lcsscn uiII gi'.e students the opportunity to
s'tscrve the matamorshosis of insects in their life

egg, larva, pupa, adult. Mosquitoes
esy t.) rear. After students have observed all

of the cycle, mosquito-eating fish Cambusia
Ce Lo reinforce the

anarstnj.ih t'e.cl chains ind demonstrate trophic

0 LIFE



gallar, Jar half way ith pond water that has mosquito
larvae (igiiiiers. Secure a aloth over the top.

*Hiave the s-lash abserve the wig:glers' development until
they've seen ali :sun stages or toe cycle. (Note: the egg
shore ul nst te observed until after the first batch of

Lays *see a hhert he the jar that allows stu-
gents ts retisrd the date rn-:h stage is first observed.

their journals, students can draw the life cycles and
resrd the number 31-' mosquitoes.

Egg: are hn water or l'Ionded ground. Most mosqui-
toes shatter their cgs, but some species lay eggs in
small masnes which float on the water.

Larvae: live in the ',voter. Their manner of swimming has
given them the name "wigglers." Wigglers must breathe
air. At one end of the body spiracles thrust up through
the water's surface. Larvae feed on algae and organic
debris. There is usually enough present in the water .

Pupae: are quite active and ,different from most other
CO. Th 0m1 -shaped nupa can be seen swimming to

the surface of the water to breathe. In this stage, the
air-breathing spiracles are on the thorax.

Adults: emerge from the pupal skin at the surface of the
water, and can light on the glass sides of the jar or
even on the water. Only females can bite, and have rela-
tively thin antennae, Males have bushy antennae.

*Introduce 2-3 guppies or gambusia (available from mosquito
control centers). Have students observe the changes in the
mosquito population. The mosquito population is controlled by-
introduction of their predator. Observe what stage of the
1 ire cycle the fish feed on. Pest management methods (both



prePa-iir ithi spray-control) are often specific: -c particular
stages -of tihs life cyc', e This example of the I.00d chain alocJemonstra-tes trophic levels. Each higher level of the food
7-_nain must consume more energy (food) than the lower level=
ihus the populations .of each level .decreases as you move up
the food chair.. Thus food chains are also ca-l_ Ted food pyram-ihs.

hat are the stages of the insect life cycle? How
can we control the mosquito population? If we
sprayed the mosquitoes with a poison what else may
be affected?

277-- 15 Ii



Tb In trod ude met:Ica of in aect, del iec ton and dem= n st, r ate the
variety of inseer_ in a hatoltatT- -

nc-:,t, 230 each r -11 have:small
t-41

net materials- ) 7

r r ha les , in rt nti f ic at I dr= book, ma
nifying glasses, Journals

Part I

This lesson is divided in Sections. In Part I
st,udenas will r inseot I1rLiric net This can
be accomplished in small rcups resultink= in one net
f or T1.--2h FJ-orro of five studrnts, Part I= contairIS
actt e s eel -e :tin g anoi identi fy in 2 insects,

e-2 insect. co floc is ng nets you to make
class into amErli groups ard have each Timroup make

their own net Have materials precut for each gro D Follow
3 ( Net opn b pt_zrchised from educational

supply houses or outdoor equipment stc__;res,)

Port ir

*riave greuu ,,:hsc-?. a different hea-bitat for col lecting
(gerden, orchari,J,

*tu;]ont:s:houid spend approx intel y 0 minutes col_ lecting.
The net should be brunhed t'nrough dmr 0, bushes, ar---__Ld brancheri
of tree sweeping insects off the plcnt s, After few
sweeps, flip the end of the net over he rim to tra .p the

th,t2 nr, t ritg a r-1 to for e the.in_seets co the bot-
tom of the net and examine the catch.

TRAP' Yowl
liv5e.,c-r Ii]

i-H6 r-

,AN r)
}lobi

(64 AAi
02- lit-=sW

e

rzft

ANF='

.

1.4
15-.3
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.rti' it CN

hi thh n!' 1iiti in

_:---vnr.!
-- OUt wiilrs Cntre r1e inser', to ;irit.li

e the it'usecit. ident i book to identi fy the ir0- oLn

* t r nine h t_ s rood i Whit ri hirirtor to i
= ii liv in mm n

* a %," e rrieir d I.:5cover ton w th Lb who 1 Ili

I ::;e the in ore t in i. he i it nab i La Ls (mr you rmy
Jamples of some or thU inserts Direct i in s [ Inc---

seots tsr ho founul in I r15put husokoat It I hr ary. )

Du different ei(.its 1 ve in di fl Verent habit:it 5? Do
dtffercnt moors ts Live in the ii.fimet hh itt?
rire nme- char oteniotiss
they differ?
Have students c ;noose one mont and wr' i ti a itoo. or y
about it. thorn irnacino why tho i t,
devol ()pod its c harac tem t mouth-coLor, eta.) to live in its env irrinmPri .

--J
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The defense atfernei.'s tearT7 should rather evidence
indicatin that din ige was caused by pests other
than their clionts, th: ---,nca. .il$. (Which ones? ,
luos? beefiest iiow can 7- -ou prove it?) They

/..-----t --,

,--.should look to discover ot-1-_er pests that feed on
Do --;cribe and man t hem.

Now return to the classnoolf and hold a mock court. Everyone but
the attorneys and judge sit: s as iury Cremind the jurors to be
impartial!) The prosecutor should p:t'sent the evidence to convict
the snails oC plant-eating, and the defense attorney must try to
prove their innocence, by r-resenting evidence that the damage could
have been done bv other irvz-ects. The defense attorney could suggest
that the simple presence of the snails near the scene of the crime
does not prove their guilt_

*Now t the jury decide! Ft,emember, innocent until proven guilty!

It outity the judoe must c_t_ecide the sentence.

, _

It always eas to tell what pest has been eating a plant?

Did vent to have a favorite food in the garden?
Would it die if yce-ii didn't iarew that crop any more

Are all insects pc-sts?

1 5
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demonstrate feeding prefer ences some c=ommon garden]

petri dish -covers, garden
ournals.

insects plant

The before this experiment , ol1e t ten garden
ascot and place n a jar with air Do not
feed.

Did yo_1 ever wonder wha t insects eat? Not al l
inse,:,t5 eat the same foods. Sarno l ii _ to eat the
le9,fy 2.=. -:rts of vegetables and some 111-7::e the roots.
Some i =_7= cots prefer other insects! Ir this
exneriOi students wil 1 construct an insect diner
and e food samples -oo the invited insects.

* Collect :a an of plant leaves from the garc-: en. These
ry ill be sorrip7 es to determine the insects' references.
* = ut similar- s a discs fro
t ant tint_ they be the same

-n order to get ;ac-7-_-_curate
r' esults.

the lant leaves. It is impor-
ze

_'urn ouch bf petri dishes
u aside down. Floc-72.0 6 leaf sam-
p les around toe ju:Iside edge of
e cob dish. Label the samples.
If Tho "diner" i5 (lc= w ready to
o roen for lunch, k_-rlo will you
i n v ite? Choose nr= e of the
i nsects from the ----- or For exam-
P you may inve a common and
v oracioUs eater , rae spotted
o ucumber beetle OP rued Spot
P lace Spot in -ne of the petri
d ishes, Let 5po stay in the
d finer for 214 u(m.- . Observe
S Dot every 2-3 ho=rs to see what
h e is munching

_Repeat the
o her inset:

me -..xporiment with
fits tyre remaining

233
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betr4 To verify your results, introduce other insects
of the same variety.

*F9timat,= the art of each disc that was eaten. Record your
results in your journal. You can use a chart similar to the

ua:i4e plant t.h.L, we eat (like cab
bage. lettuce. etc .) we wouldn't wint him in the garden eating

insects preferred to Pat foods that we eat?
to we want them in the garden? How could you use a

tww to go t, nrntnn thn
food we eat? Which insects ate foods we do not want
in the aarden? How can we encourage them to stay in
the ,rden?

5Li



f-TH a ,,arden can become a home 1-c_

ih!sects

k rk
Terrac'ium 1 gallon glass jar) with tight mesh

L-Z2i v var, v J crco and weed plants, soil mix,
nnc'. l.divhc;Tn*.

r beneficial\
)

i7,ed the follc)wing to the students:
Scmotimes it's good for gardens to have plants that
vu s,arnot eat. Even weeds can sometimes help
certain crops. In this lesson we wil examine one

that weed s in a garden can reduce crop damage
insect pests. Not all insects are pests in our

gardens- For -eample, ladybugs help by eating insects that
damage erops. They eat aphids that eat many vegetables, so we
want to encourage ladybugs to live In our garden. One way we
can convince ladybugs to do that is to make sure our garden
has plenty Jf ottrtive ladybug homes and enough food. So in
this lesson we're going to try to find out where ladybugs like
to live.

*Divide the class into groups of students and have each group
create their own ladybug hotel in a large glass container.
They can plant whatever they want, as long as they plant some
crop plants and some weeds. Have each group plant different
planttypes.7Trnnsplant the seedlings into the terrarium with
three inches of soil on the bottom. Let the plants grow for a
few wee,:s.

*Ask the students to guess what plants the ladybugs will
choose for their room in the ladybug hotel. Now get a

1 f;
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individual and cr,ileotive ,_onsumrtion of energy is explored
o this unit with a loot at se7.1e of the ways consumption patterns

can ho chanoecl. followinc7 unit, TRecyclinp: should be done in
oenjunctinn with this unit.

Losso;1 it I os P--comrienJ9 Grade Levels

Petret
Are on A Lo',.cr, User, Cr Saver

Of finer?

1ddto Electric And tletcrirw !'%11-V
Pretzel floe

Sin City
The LrL:J1 COOT loose Lrentton

4 - 0

2-1
4 0

Special Materials 6 Where To Find

Biol Mac Poster Ask at your local MacDonald's or fast food chain.

*The above material is listed to assist you in locating it. All
materials arc listed with each lesson and nost are readily available.
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ro rx:imino the n y ays wO ergv ifl Our 1 iv .

a 11-.

Ask students to li!--;17 10 ways in which they use, or
henefit from the use of energy. Upon completion,
ask them to individually rank order the uses from
least important (410) to most important (fq). Discuss.
Then have your class attempt to come to a consensus
on the throe uses they would choose to retain if the
rest were eliminated. This should be the source of

debate. Finally, try to agree on the one most important

:1)C ten a home energy inventory. Ask each student to draw a
luc.,-,,h i.c_pr;2;:iita.Lion ofthci.: home.

---1
1 tz:::( 1-(11,-) en oeckrvoJv\ ,

.._. _._..

1 ,_,_ N. . .

1
'-' 3 M '1.- V V'--° C-'2 " n r=- . e ) e CA-CI f:

]

i, ---,=

'17T
'k

.,f7s,,,-. c-_,,,,,--i,.1,L-.1--;:_r.

fuo 441Un.v

As or overnight assignment, they should list their family's
home consumers of energy. These should be listed by room.
The next day discuss the uses and abuses of energy in their
homes. Are all the energy-consuming gadgets necessary? Why
do we use them? Which uses could he eliminated? reduced?
What did people do 100 years ago Did they have the same
gadgets? How was their lifestyle different? What can we learn
from

- AlangeS that can be made in our actions that would
s, Y categorizing these changes in energy consumption
b c on our behavior. For ekample:

,a My Some Impact On
Behayilr MyBehavior Alot of Impact

111t aling insulation Knowiiv, what we want Walking, instead
from the refrigerator of being driven
before we Open it



Desicn a home oneroy report card with your class in
ardor to assess home:use of enerpv. Attached is an
energy report card prepared by a science class. Use
any approach that you and your students feel is a
valid teLTt of energy consumption Have the class
take these home, and use for discussion the -xt day,

*Find out how three adults in your community Feel
about "the energy crisis".

*Project what your life would be like if electricity
were eliminated permanently.

*Choose a current source of enerev and write an obituary
for it.

(
A /',/' A Ni

L-7- 7-- RGY WA Sre_ .



LOSER SAVER OP ENERGY?

AN E N RF PnRT CAR P PREPARED BY MR. B'S SCIENC

ctions: CIRCLE the correct number at the
end of och question.

Poo
olo

RATING:

Loser / /

User

Saver

in our house wait until they have a full load of Never - 1

Sometimes 2

Always - 3

before doing the laundry:

Cur malv decides what -,-_ nt from the refrigerator
hefore they open the door:

People in our house take showe rs for:

The then":ostat 1n our

People in our house leave unused lights on:

People in our house leave curtains open at

Never 1

metimes - 2

Always - 3

30 or more mins. - 1

20 mins. - 2

10 mins 3

closest ono):

People in our house leave the doors and windows
closed when the heater is on

so'
70o

60°

All the time - 1

Sometimes 2

Never

All the time 1

Sometimes 2

Never 3

Never - 1

Sometimes 2

Always -- 3

lace damper is clo_ed when the fire is out Never 1

Sometimes - 2

house is

People in c

-c,1_11a ed:

Always 3

Don't have a fireplace - 0

Not at all 1

Ceiling 2

Ceiling & walls 3

Ceiling, walls El floor - 4

_use use a spoon instead of a blender:

11. People in house leave the radio /T1! on:

I

16b

Never 1

Sometimes
Always 3

Always - 1

Sometimes 2

Never 3

TOTAL:



o iiiu trite the amount of fossil fuel energy required to
produce - product.

Des in an Energy Glow flhart taping the Big Mac
poster to the center of the chalkboard. Using the
chalkboard, help the students trace the energy
consumed during the processing of some of the Fit
Mac ingredients ;:nc,1 packaging, from their origins
in nature to their eventual reNnement in the form
of a Big Mac. For example the cheese originated as

grazs,lo ere b the sun; the cow was grass- powered; the milk
-7ochine pasteuri7c0 1,v 11,-,2t; pro-

cessed into cheese by electricity; sliced by an electric cutter;
N,cd by an electric machine; stored in an electric refrig-

ansported to market by :;asoline power; etc.erato

Repeat simulatiiv, that it is now 1880. The cheese was cut by
a human,powerod hy food which was powered by the sun; stored
in on cr)nlod refricerItor ! hauled to market by crass powered
ho etc- Discuss the -o,os in _ -style and energy use
between 1380 and today.

Repeat simulati _ that
look like?

now 08 What will this scene

What happened to onery use over the last 100 years?
List foods which require little energy to produce.
Explain the difference between processed food and
natural food.-

Make a list of five living things that move. It takes
energy to cause something to move. Does each thing
on your list have energy stored in itself to make it
move, or does the energy come from a force outside the
living thing? Explain.

Next, make a list of five non- living things that move.
Try to figure out what type of energy causes each one to move.
Decide _ether movement by a non-living thing can ever happen with
energy that the object itself has made, or whether the energy must
come from something else. What do we in the US need to buy from
other countries to give us some of the energy we use each day?
What non-living things are moved by this energy we think is so
very important?

16
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`he =r values 1 and resev ce

activity is a Value tinuum. It is designed
to p students look at the way they use their en-
vire ment and see what values this reflects. It is
an adaptation from an activity in Sidney S -rivs
Values Clz.irification.

Explain to students that a continuum defines both
ends as extremes and then has "vradations" in betwee-i these
extremes. For example:

I on a continuum micht _ and 5 on that continuum
would be oold; I d tion bLtzt een
hot any: ' cold.

end and
line on the board with I at one end and S at the other

3, and 4 in between:

Define each of the extremes (1 and 5) as though they are people.
Each will have a name and at least one "energy-related" charac-
teristic.

Tell students that are going to ask them an energy related
question. Then you will describe the kind of person that would
he found at each end of the continuum.

Have students answer the question for themselves by deciding where
they would he on the continuum. Example:

The question is: "How do you use elect- L one

*On the ol end of the continuum is Eddie Electric. He
uses energy like there is no tomorrow. He even owns an
electric page turner so he won't have to turn the paves
of the books he reads.

*On the #S end of the continuum is Barry Bulbsnatcher.
He has only one light bulb for his whole house, and he
carries it around from ro,a to room.

*Say: "The question is, 'How do you use electric energy?
Are you an Eddie Electric who uses energy as though it

`)rwill never run out? ' are you a Barry Bulbsnatcher who
is so afraid of using too much energy that he only owns

16



one light bulb? OR are you somewhere in between?"

*Ack for volunteers to tell the class where they think
they fit on the continuum.

'Allow as many children to respond as possible. Every
now and then, ask a child to give an example toat would
explain why s/he thin-1-75, s/he fits in that particular place
on the continuum.

Other continuum ideas:

"How do you feel about using gasoline?"

41 Bike-riding Betty. She doesn't use any gas-
using vehicles at all.- She rides her bike every-
where she goes.

#5 Motoring Mable. She uses the car every chance
she gets. She even gets her Mom to drive her next-
door to her friend's house.

"How do vou use water?"

"1 Stanley Savor. He doesn't waste a drop of water.
He even uses the water when he changes his goldfish
bowl to water his garden.

5 Walter Waster. He figures that he can afford to
pay for all the water he wants to use, so he hoses
down his driveway every even ing and leaves a sprinkler
going near his window all night because he likes the
ound of wcIter runnin.

"How do you feel about air pollution?"

#1 Pure-Air Paul. He is so opposed to air pollution
that he takes short breaths so he won't add as much
carbon dioxide to the air.

45 Polluted Polly. She is so uncaring about air pol-
lution she burns her trash in the back yard because she
doesn't think to put it out for the trash pick-up.

Create your own. Children can think of many other
examples. Each one can lead to good class discussion
on energy and environmental issuec,

Discuss what was learned through this activity, indi-
vidually and as a class.

1when I v-1

Q. ccl, , \C1.41cile
- I LA.5eCk

(4-) 'ckabl 2-'jT 6Cv(1/
(-6.1kA Ov-

1
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To , nPetl,=z.

-Largo bag of pretzel sticks, three signs Home; Near
town, Par town; masking tape, MPG cards (see next pag---_

This exercise can heir us look at our energy use in
tr.,ncportation.

'Copy and cut the MPG cards.

*Shui-Fle the MPG cards. Each player draws one card.

*Each person gets six pretzels for gas and four pretzels for
food. (Total ten pretzels for each --rame.)

Use one pretzel for breakfast, one for lunch, and two for dinner.
Start each game with new pretzels. Don't save them.

The game is to eat breakfast, go to work, eat lunch, go home,
eat dinner. If vou run out of pretzels you must stay- where you
are until the game is over. Play three games.

*Game 1 Everyone works in Near-Town and drives their own car.

*Game 2 Eve --,one still works in Near-Town.
How can you get everyone home?

*Game 3 - Everyone works in Far Town. If car pools won't
everyone home, think up some new solutions.

2_0
5pc

1 7



VOLKSWAGON RABBIT

ZP MPG - Carries 4

(29 Steps per Pretzel)

CHEVROLET CHEVETTE

32 MPG - Carries 4

(32 Steps per Pretzel]

DATSUN B210

34 MPG - Carries 4

(34 Steps per Pretzel)

DODGE VAN

15 MPG - Carries 8

(15 Steps per Pretzel)

CHEVY LUV PICKUP

25 MPG - Carries 2

(25 Steps per Pretzel)

17i

FORD LTD

12 MPG - Carries 5

(12 Steps per Pretzel)

FORD PICKUP TRUCK

12 MPG - Carries 2

(12 Steps per Pretzel)

CADILLAC ELDORADO

13 MPG - Carries 4

(13 Steps per Pretzel)

PORSCHE

17 MPG - Carries 2

(17 Steps per Pretzel)

VW BUS

22 MPG - Carries 7

(22 Steps per Pretzel

174



. u kve -iulent s engage in a simulation -:lame about enei-o= use and consumption.

Different cr;Ains of people think differently about conservation
of enory_

Read the fable, -Same-o-ame=0". Discuss the story briefly, then
divide the rlassroom into to groups: business persons and home
owners. The two croons must think of wars for the town to cut
down en energy consumption. P,ach group should list possible

cdrs, including new laws for future con.rvatiort. List on the board so that
the differences can be seen. Have a spokesperson for each explain
their list.

Discus-; the different noints of view roil ct cr1. Discuss the reasons for the
U ifferences. Have the to groups agroo in which cuts will he more beneficial
to the tolcn as a whole. As a c'_iss, writ,2 an energy saving policy for
l;ame-o-Sarie-c.

The town of ''iame-o-Same-o was secluded, far away from the rest of the world.
in this rowri, everythinc; was sliwaes the same. Poop to drove the same car vear
after year after year. Thev wore the time clothes for Years and did the same
things in their let tire time. They never changed their life-style because the
same way was al,.%;:vs the right rnv. The townspeople alw-Tlys used the same amount
of electricity, pas, and water. Samo-o-Same-o hid one gas line and one elec-
tric line coming Crem Big-. City 2,000 miles away. The town also had only one
well which used an electric -,uirip to supply the town's water.

Then one day j.P., the daughter of the mayor, came hack to Same-o-Same-o after
four years of college. She was the first citizen of Same-o-Same-o ever to go

av to co1 io,,0 cmo 11-0 stuLlied hi1 1,1 advertising.

The first thing 1. P. did was set up a Business Consulting Agency for herself.
She consulted first with the gas station businessmen. ',he convinced them that
they should advertise so people would use their cars more. This would mean
more gas sales for them.

The new car dealer was J.P.'s next visit. J.P. told the dealer that through
advertising, he could convince people that they needed a big, new luxurious
car. The plan would make lots of money for him.

The landscaping company of Same-o-Same-o was next. J. P. suggested that
people should have inure plants, bigger lawns, more outside lighting, and more
outside gas barbecues. It was easy to convince people that more lights would
be safer, more plants would he prettier, and outdoor entertaining would be
more fun.



The :Ti:InaeCr of the hambIrr,or stand wa,, told he should update his paeRiuini;,
Fach item should he pa,--ay;ed separately so that the amount would look larger
and the food would -ta: warmier. J. P. convinced them that this way could
save nlon,L,y hv 1:1Airw the haml,urers smaller hut the rackao,in hit Besides,
she :nted Put, roe k inc is only raper and plastic.

The 7:.-gaeral store owner was not left out of J. P. campaign. Trash compac-
tors, electric mixers, curling irons, electric curlers, hair dryers, dish-
w:ishers ,arbage disposals, washers, dryers, and electric toys were added to
the store's inventory. The clothing store owner was encouraged to carry more
clothes made of nylon so that they were wrinkle free. J. P. saw to it that
swimming pools and Hot-Tub spas were promoted. Air conditioning was suggested
for homes and businesses.

:11 over Same-Scmie-e, things began -hanging rapidly. People began buying
big new cars and energy-gobbling appliances. Soon there were many st4rmiing
pools being installed. Giant green lawns were all around. Each business
was air-conditioned and had a lighted sign that stayed on all night to
advert ise.

With Same-o-Same-o' s one gas line and one electric line the town was now
short acs. The c i tc barely had enough e1 oct:-1- tv to pump water

from its one well. The mayor called the townspeople together to discuss what
should he done.

"We must cut down our use of energy," She said. "Maybe we shouldn't water our
lawns or fill our swimming pools." "Boo," said the people with large lawns and
new swimming pools. "Mavbe we should cut down on the lighting for businesses
and stcp selling new ears," said the =V(3 "Po" said the business peole.

The people of Same 0 Same-o di,al't want to cut down because they were accustomed
to their now v of life. The businesses didn't want to cut down because they
were making so much money. Alas, such problems: Why are the people so unhappy,
with so many problems, when before everyone was always happy about being the
same?

Describe what happened in this story. Why did people change the
way they lived? What happened to energy consumption after J. P.
became a consultant. Why did the mayor call a town meeting? What
do you think was the result of the town meeting?

2--1
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To demonstrate that suI: i es

tinite.
in kinds of energy are

Play an "Energy Trip Tic_ Game." List several places
the ctudenr-- go in school. Charge one energy ticket
for the cost of using or gong to the following:

71-(7":

1,w

I I

r-p

r

C-1'1

Ditto the energy tickets and Rive each student 30. Have the
students put their names on each ticket (kids can cut out their
own. Each timt- the student takes a trip, it costs one energy
ticket. Place a box by the door and have students deposit
tickc ts.

Keep a record of how many tickets the students have left at the
end of the day. Which students are wasting energy? Which
students are cons rving energy? How L7e they doing it? Discuss
energy saving ideas for trips in the scool e.g., at recess I
could go to the restroom and get a drink all for one ticket
rather than using three tickets Stress the idea that in one
trip we can accomplish several things.

actual u

the point where, student ticket supplies begin
running low, discuss the idea of running out of
tickets. There are no more energy tickets. How
will we be able to finish the week without running
out of tickets? What can we do to save? How will
saving affect us? As the students begin to feel the
pressure of conservation, relate this awareness to the
of ener in the "real world".

Have the students write a story: "The Day the Energy
Ran Out".

1 7
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To students de 1 op a new form of trans
fuel roar world.to Ih needs

rion suited

re onerQv transportation systems may be very
fern from to - standards.

VOU
this.

an imagiLqrial, you will have
st let your 'creativity run wild!

in wIT

fmagino that you are Gotta Cearloos _ a scientist and
inventor who live: in the town of Fairview. Many citizens in
our town have complained to the mayor that the air is not as
clean as it used to be, gas costs too much, noise levels are
too hic;h, etc. Because she is running for reelection, Ms. Win
D. Bag, the mayor, has decided to do something about the problem
(immediately, if not sooner!). She has decided to ban all
automobiles as a form of transportation. She has a.T7!d you,
Gotta Gearloose (world famous inventor), to design a new form
of transportation that will not nollute the air.

Think about these questions before you begin:

*What kind of energy will your new form of transportation
oso?
Will it go on land, in the air, on water, underground,
or all four?
*How many people will it carry?
*How big will it be (size-wise)?
*What will it look like?
*How fast will it o?
*How safe is it?
*How often will- it need to be repa
*Whit will you name your creation?

Draw a picture of your pollution-free form of transportation and
write a paragraph describing it.

Share your creation with the class.
questions in your pre-sentation.

Answer the above

Design an energy efficient town of the future

)51, 17o
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-s unll an ideal ic,llow-un to
exoloFod the USeS and ahuses of en
concept ot conservation. 1--,Icyoling

conservatlon method that klds can
!_lracer to insulate _ her home

is hands-o as the can

unit, where students
were introducedf to the

the one down-to-e n,,f-th
It may be hard fol\

liee ino aluminum
rd

in this rocvelirw, unit, stu:lent wil l (have the opportunity to)
_rn-how the evoLe of r- N-iii, work how their habits of re-

source use and di,.5-.posa, ore part of that cycle, what can he done
t reuse and reduce the wastes.

he
Free
Self
\ Human Paper Factc

E_,ame

_ling At Your School

Special Materials F, Where To Find

Film, Recvclino Our Resources - See material sheet attached
Circle - Cycle 'Recycle lesson.

* The above material is listed to assist you in locating it All
materials are listed with each lesson and most are readily avail-
able.

This unit written and illustrated by the skilled hands of Dawn Binder

1
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; I L ) Intro,!uce -4tudent tn fundamental concepts of recycling.

PostL:--r -The Cycle of Recycle", Film Recvelir7 OUT
Pesources,Iti-see attached she,.'t for materials references)

*Review with class the meaning and examples of cycles:
see T1'71.). Write the word CYCLE on the beard.

This word mean? What are examples of
cycles? (seasons, oxypen cycle) A cycle can he
defined as a circle that repeats itself over and over.

'Writo the letters RE in front of CYCLE to make
RECYC1.E. What does this word mean? How is the re-cycle a cycle?

Li dizus:- the poter The ,:)Lie of Recycle. How does
the paper cycle he in? Does the cycle have any end? Trace
throuli the entire cycle for paper. Which step in the cycle
do you think I most important? Why? If the paper ends ur
at the dump is it still part of the re-cycle? Why/Why not?

*Ask the students to make a list on the'chalkboard of items
that can he recycled. Which members of the class already
collect items to recycle? What kinds of things do they collect?
Why do they do it? Ask the rest of the students in the class
why they don't recycle. Make a list on the hoard of these
reasons. 1)scuss.

-how the Cilm Recycling Our Resources (10 minhtes). Afterwards
discuss more iTazT7-Tryw concerts of recycling as shown in
the film. How can recycling help solve problems of pollution,
energy shortages, overcrowded city dumps, and high utility
hilts? '1.1v do we save money by recycling? Predict what kinds
of thins may happen in the future (near and far) if more
people don't recycle.
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H-1 illustrate how t':,e "_,arbae explosion 1 becoming a serious
iproblem in America, a nrohlem which oaLh of us helps or hurts
Inv our daily habits ot materials Use, misuse, and rese. m A

'
0 .,.-- L ,,' 1- .,, .---) A-10 1 L. : 1:1, L 0 1 ', ,._,,.: i r;,,iS P. t 1,1C: 0 n L 01 t -

L:It r :h:71`7'...-D !, ,-,. '

,--1----,-., -sui-v e N.- s , woi- I 1 a 5 n ,:i 1 1 v

l'=Iiiscus-Tntreduee
Nveryday we use materialspaper, metal, glass,
H astic, wood and everyday we make decisions about
wheter to throw away or recycle those materials.

ten we don't even think about how we are usins .
ourresources; we take them for cranted and lust

I HO ui ;IAJ31T.

"'sy th1,- s.,.-it--srveY to find out what Your personal habits
.tre in the aroa (IC klarbage and rocycling. When you complete
tho so rvey add up he points and then read the hock page IHr
(1010 information. Disou:,;:-=. tho questions and responses of the
stu.lont

,

men or pencil to circle the responses You would give if you
could c:iaage your Ilobits, How could_you he convinced to
recycle morc, and throw away

*Show tho poster "A Short ilistory of Trash", Why has the
amount of larbLie people make increased so much in the last

incr,-lisc) List some reasons on the
board why this is happening. The average American throws
away ever 1 ton )1 trash each year. That much trash would
riII %-our hedroom from floor to ceilinv! In the state of
California For l year peorie throw away 140 million tons of

Pict:c :his: that mull trPsi, wuld mak,- tr,i1 font

tall solid block filling 2 freeway lanes all the way from
Oregon to And that's only 1 Year's worth.

7"'"A

it, 44,

Where does all that yarbo. go? What kinds of
problems does garbaii,e make.

Whore is the dump site in Your city? Are you
running out of room?



Hise thc' Tally- worshe'.'t to Ji,4cover what
your contrihution to the city dump fs. Do you throw
aw:ty 1 ton or tra'n each Year? Before working on
the .,:orLsnoer, write down your guess about how many
Pounds of trash you throw away in a veal-. Save this
and compare it TO what you find out from the Trash
Tally. Also try recording the weight of the trash

from vour classroom. Discuss the rosultq of the tally. Do
the self-survey and Trash Tally show similar results about Your
habits':

iN
N N. \.\

lb 00

Li 0E3

000
009

pokr;1(

itC-1
vtc
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LgLia

°Bucket (plastic tub), blender, sheets of used
writing paper (white), screen fine mesh - 9" x 13"

or as large as it can be to fit inside the pan, pan (large
as possible, at least 2" deep), Piece of cloth (old bedsheet),
sponge, sunshine, "Pounds and Mounds of Paper" drawing.

*Paper that_ been used once canbe recycled and
Made into,517paper. How do they do this at a
factory? Guess the steps involved in remaking
paper. (Write these steps on the board for later
comparison.) Discuss the "Pounds and Mounds of Paper"
sheet with class.

How to 1'1 ke Paper:
*Tear paper into very small pieces.

*Fill bucket with warm-hot water, add paper.
(ratio. 1/2 paper: 3/4 water)

*Soak the pieces till all are soft.

[

*Fi11. blender 2/3 full of water and paper mixture.

*Blend until it disolves into a thin pulpy texture.

*Fill pan with 1" of water and set screen inside it.

*Pour the watery pulp onto the screen.

*Swish-shake screen UNDER water to..` -spread evenly.
(This is the most important step. If the layer
of paper on the screen is too thick you will end
up with cardboard instead of paper.)

*CAREFULLY, SLOWLY lift the screen out of the wa er.
Let water drip through.

*Set' screen on flat surface and place cloth over
paper pulp on screen. Press sponge on top of
cloth to get out all possible excess water.

*Place paper on cloth in sun to dry out.

*When dry, peel paper off cloth. Use!

190
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These questions and answers are-a set of fun facts and figures
to introduce recycling. why bother to recycle, you may-ask?
Hopefully theSe numbers will begin to show you that if we don't
recycle we're needlessly wasting resources, energy and money.

Read these questions aloud to the class, and have them guess
the answers. After writing the estimates on the chalkboard go
back and compare the correct. answers. Discuss how the students
came up with the guesses.

A

1. People in California throw away 46 million
tons of trash every year. If that much

stories tall, how many buildings would
100 irestuffed into buildings 70- bdcitrash we n

be filled with garbage?

Of all the garbage that Americans throw
away, how much is paper? (What 0)

Is recycling a new invention of the last
10 years?

4 Is recycling more expensive than using
new materials?

When an aluminum can is made (manu-
factured) from a recycled can instead
n-f from new aluminum ore, how much
energy is saved?

6. Can motor oil be recycled?

7. All paper products CAN be recycled.
What percent of the paper people use
today is recycled?

If SO% of the paper that is used in one
year were recycled, how much energy
could be saved?

9. A lot of our trash is made up of
packagings, from products we buy.
(paper, plastic, cardboard (ex: = a
cereal box). What % of our trash is
made of packagings.

How many trees are cut down to make
1' ton of\paper?

11. Which of the following items does NOT
decompose in the dump?
*cardboard box *apple core *nail
*plastic soda pop container
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SO

You, y e--

He t he I. i Lab rec i pc:

St ep I. ke k i (Is pound-T;

elf 2. Add sugar - :/2. cups
Step 3. Blend in well crushed aluminum 4 tons
Step 4. Stir till smooth, (or 150 strokes).
Step 5. Bake in solar oven at F.

vc I mg i " a t re.r t idea, and it Willi to know how

ut can t rt r :ycl ig pr gram at ycal,r ::1110(1 I ? :

,eriously now. . Recycling a t your sc.hool is one of the mo

concrete ways (or students to apply their new knowledge and ideas

from many of sciencc lessons irr this -urr culum--everythiug

from cooliei':It -in, cycles and chan e, va Ines, to energy consumpti n

and conse vat-ion. What het t place to begin experimenting and

changing haI it than at school?

The Life lab Recycling Program began as one of the many pro_j

coordinated by-a University intern. Here's what the program

consists of: a recycling station, a student recycling Innell club,

a classroom and office paper collection effort, and school

recycling contests. It is designed to: (I) Get kids at the school

involved in recycling by giving them hands-on, motivating experi-

ence. (2) Provide a convenient, close to home, drop -off' station

for parents, neighbors, etc., to bring the cecycI hies.

Our recyc ing sta ion consists of a simple Metal shed which houses

hartels and wo den pallets to Ilci Id the alumi 'card-

board, classroom-office paper, and newspaper that we collect.

Kids from the recycling club take turns managing the station

before and after school. The Recycling Club meets at lunchtime

two days a week to play games, coordinate schedules, etc.

School recycling drives are held every few months as a way of

enhancing student involvement and interest. Classes compete

bring in the most aluminum cans and the most newspaper. Winners

are awarded FRui trant;portation for the local field trip of
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their choice. In 1981-82 the school recycled over 17 tons of news-

paper and 400 lbs. of aluminum! (It's also a good fund - raiser.)

How do you begin such a program? First get together a student

Recycling Club at lunchtimes. From there, find or build some

sort of collection site/shelter. It will help immensely if you

have a local city recycling center to deliver the materials to

when your station gets full. They can also provide you with

barrels for paper collection.

To recycle the classroom and office writing paper you may want to

set up boxes in each room in the school and coordinate a system

of getting them emptied regularly into the main station.

GOOD LUCK
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